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Foreword 
Male-only harvesting of kangaroos was introduced in 2012 by kangaroo processors to address 
perceived public concerns about the animal welfare impacts of commercial kangaroo harvesting, in 
particular, the consequences for dependent young. However, the implications of a male-only strategy 
for kangaroo populations, the industry, landholders, management agencies and other stakeholders 
were not fully understood before the policy was introduced. 

The purpose of this study was to look closely at the impacts that this policy change had on several 
issues: the welfare of kangaroos; the sustainability of commercial kangaroo harvesting; the population 
dynamics of kangaroos; and the attitudes and perceptions of landholders. The methods used to address 
these issues include the following: expert assessment of the animal welfare impacts of commercial 
harvesting practices and comparing commercial harvesting with other methods of managing 
kangaroos; a review of the ecological sustainability of harvesting; simulation modelling to predict the 
long-term effects on kangaroo populations and the environment; and a survey of landholder attitudes 
toward the male-only harvesting policy. 

A range of stakeholders may potentially benefit from this research, including kangaroo harvesters, 
policy makers, kangaroo program managers and the general public. The report provides objective 
information that will assist management decisions and ensure that policies are evidence-based. In 
addition, the general public can be reassured that, during harvesting, kangaroos are managed using 
ecologically sustainable practices and that animal welfare impacts are minimised wherever possible 
based on the best available science. 

This report in the Kangaroo program adds to AgriFutures Australia’s diverse range of over 2,000 
research publications. It forms part of our growing profitability arena, which aims to enhance the 
profitability and sustainability of our levied rural industries. 

Most of AgriFutures Australia’s publications are available for viewing, free downloading or 
purchasing online at: www.agrifutures.com.au.  

 

John Smith 
General Manager, Research 
AgriFutures Australia 

http://www.agrifutures.com.au/
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Executive summary 
What the report is about 

The purpose of this report is to examine the sustainability and animal welfare impacts of the 
Australian kangaroo commercial harvesting industry, with a focus on the issues associated with a 
male-only harvesting approach. 

Who is the report targeted at? 

The report can be used as a guide for the kangaroo industry to make improvements to harvesting 
methods and strategies. It will help to deliver balanced outcomes for a range of other stakeholders, 
including landholders, government agencies, non-government organisations, animal protection groups 
and the general public. Ultimately, it will inform the best-practice management of kangaroos across 
Australia. 

Background 

The recently completed Australian Kangaroo Industry Five-Year RDE Plan prioritised the 
compilation of animal welfare and sustainability, scientific evidence, and current practices of the 
kangaroo harvesting industry. This evidence will help the industry demonstrate the credentials of its 
current practices, and guide the industry to further improvements. The industry aims to identify gaps 
in knowledge and future R&D requirements in this area. 

Commercial harvesting is currently the only effective and relatively humane method of reducing the 
broadscale abundance of kangaroos and, consequently, the negative impacts of kangaroo grazing on 
primary production enterprises and the environment. Over the decades, much research has been done 
on the sustainability of kangaroo harvesting and, in recent years, new information has been published 
in the areas of carbon and methane emissions, animal welfare and improvements to harvest 
management (i.e. use of thresholds). Harvested kangaroo populations continue to be monitored under 
a range of harvest regimes and environmental conditions, providing an even stronger understanding of 
their population dynamics. The aims of this project are to describe the current state of knowledge on a 
range of aspects of commercial kangaroo harvesting. New information has been generated to gain a 
thorough understanding of the impacts of a male-only harvest and to determine the welfare impacts of 
harvesting on kangaroos.  

Aims/objectives 

This project aimed to deliver a detailed report that brought together current expert knowledge and 
robust evidence on the animal welfare impacts and sustainability of the kangaroo harvesting industry, 
which specifically examined the impacts and issues associated with a male-only harvesting approach. 
In addition, the animal welfare impacts and sustainability of commercial kangaroo harvesting were 
compared with other meat- and skin-producing industries (i.e. sheep, cattle, goats). The report can be 
used as a guide for the kangaroo industry to improve harvesting methods and strategies, and will help 
to deliver balanced outcomes for a range of stakeholders. Ultimately, it will also inform the best-
practice management of kangaroos across Australia.  

Specifically, the aims of the project were to: 

1) Assess the animal welfare impacts of kangaroo harvesting and compare with (i) alternative 
kangaroo management methods (including non-commercial shooting, fertility control, 
translocation etc.) and (ii) other meat and leather industries (e.g. sheep, cattle). 

2) Conduct a review of the environmental sustainability of kangaroo harvesting and compare 
with other meat and leather industries (e.g. sheep, cattle, goats). 

3) Determine the impacts of a male-only harvest on: 
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a. kangaroo populations (in comparison to other strategies that include both males and 
females) 

b. kangaroo grazing impacts (cf. other strategies) 
c. size of kangaroo harvest (yield) 
d. kangaroo welfare 

4) Investigate the views of landholders and industry of a male-only harvesting strategy and 
determine the perceived risks and benefits. 

5) Present a discussion of findings that include a summary of recommendations for further 
analysis and research as well as improvements to current practices. 

Methods used  

The project was broken into four distinct stages:  

1) Assessing animal welfare impacts  
2) Conducting a literature review on the environmental sustainability of the kangaroo 

industry  
3) Determining impacts and issues relating to male-only harvesting of kangaroos   
4) Analysing and presenting findings and recommendations.  

1) Assessing animal welfare impacts 

The animal welfare impacts of kangaroo harvesting and a range of other kangaroo management 
methods (e.g. fertility control, capture and translocation, capture and euthanasia, non-commercial 
shooting) were conducted using the humaneness assessment model developed by Sharp and Saunders 
(2011). This framework takes a ‘five domain’ approach to welfare assessment, and uses published 
scientific information and informed judgement to examine the negative impacts that a management 
method has on an animal’s welfare and, if it is a lethal method, the impacts of the method of killing. A 
score is generated so that the relative humaneness of different methods can be compared. This model 
has been used to assess the welfare impacts of control methods for a range of pest species in Australia, 
including foxes, pigs, goats, rabbits, deer, birds, cats (Sharp & Saunders, 2011), camels (Hart et al. 
2013) and horses (Independent Technical Reference Group, 2015). 

An expert panel was established to perform the assessments at a two-day face-to-face meeting. The 
panel consisted of research team members, animal welfare representatives (i.e. RSPCA NSW and 
Australian Veterinary Association) and the industry (KIAA, harvester, regulator, landholder), as well 
as experts in animal welfare assessment.  

In addition, the Welfare Quality® framework (Blokhuis et al., 2010) was also used as a framework to 
examine the animal welfare impacts of other Australian meat/leather industries (e.g. sheep, cattle, 
goats) to enable a comparison between the different industries. 

2) Environmental sustainability 

A literature review was conducted to determine the current state of knowledge about the sustainability 
of kangaroo harvesting. Topics such as methane emissions, biodiversity maintenance, soil health, and 
genetic impacts of harvesting will be specifically discussed. Comparisons of sustainability will also be 
made with other meat and leather industries in Australia, focusing on sheep, cattle and goats. 

3) Male-only harvesting 

Simulation modelling, using an age- and sex-structured interactive model (McLeod et al., 2004), was 
used to determine the impact of selective harvesting on kangaroo populations and the environment. It 
examined the consequences of size and sex selectively by harvesters in a homogenously mixing 
population. The results of the model were validated against long-term survey data of kangaroo 
populations. 
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4) Landholder surveys 

Landholder interviews and surveys were used to determine the perceptions, concerns and attitudes of 
landholders towards male-only harvesting. This involved contacting a small number of landholders 
and asking them some open-ended questions so they could freely give an unstructured answer. The 
responses to these open-ended questions were coded by two researchers independently.  

 

Results/key findings 

Assessing the animal welfare impacts of kangaroo harvesting and other management 
methods 

The animal welfare impacts of ‘commercial harvesting’—when compliant with the relevant code of 
practice—are generally lower for targeted animals than for other management methods.  

Non-lethal methods of management that involve capture have significant welfare impacts, with 
‘capture followed by translocation’ having the highest level of impact.  

‘Non-commercial shooting’—when compliant with the relevant code of practice—has similar animal 
welfare impacts to commercial harvesting. However, if it is not conducted according to the code of 
practice, it can have extremely poor welfare outcomes. 

The illegal method of ‘poisoning with urea’ also has extremely poor welfare outcomes. 

A comparison of the different animal welfare impacts experienced by kangaroos living in the wild and 
farm animals in intensive and extensive production systems in Australia revealed that kangaroos have 
more freedom and, therefore, less behavioural restriction than farmed animals, especially those 
produced in intensive systems. However, a range of different impacts, for example, resulting from 
food and water restriction during droughts, adverse weather conditions, and untreated disease and 
injury, can have a severe impact on their quality of life. 

Environmental sustainability of the kangaroo industry 

The review of commercial harvesting supports the conclusion that, as currently practised, kangaroo 
harvesting is sustainable and satisfies the three components necessary for sustainable use of natural 
resources: harvesting does not irreversibly harm the biological function of ecological communities 
and biodiversity is not unacceptably reduced; harvesting is profitable; and harvesting is culturally 
acceptable. 

Impacts and issues relating to the male-only harvesting of kangaroos 

Commercial kangaroo harvesting skews the sex ratio of harvested populations in favour of females, 
and male-only harvests produce the largest skew in sex ratio. The consequences of male-biased 
harvesting are fast population recovery following disturbance (e.g. harvest mortality or drought) and 
higher average densities, relative to populations that include a greater proportion of males. 
Consequently, graziers have argued that a desirable secondary outcome of commercial harvesting—
reducing kangaroo numbers—may not be sufficient under a male-only harvesting strategy, and will 
lead to a reduction in the industry’s capacity to manage kangaroo grazing pressure and to losses in 
pastoral productivity. 

Landholder surveys  

The overwhelming majority of landholders who responded to this survey view the male-only 
harvesting of kangaroos as ineffective. Most see no advantage of the strategy and do not support it. 
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They are concerned that it does not adequately reduce kangaroo numbers and, therefore, does nothing 
to address the significant impacts that kangaroos have on their properties. 
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Introduction 
The change in harvest strategy from a male-biased harvest ratio to a ‘male-only’ harvest created 
uncertainty about the impact of commercial harvesting on kangaroo populations. Numerous questions 
were raised about the potential secondary effects on primary production and the environment. For 
example, would grazing impacts change, or would the long-term average kangaroo abundance 
increase (as suggested by Hacker et al., 2003)? Additionally, would it cause genetic or other side-
effects or would there be no change? The level of support for a male-only harvest among landholders 
had also not been established, and the ways a male-only harvest could lead to an improvement in 
kangaroo welfare had not been examined in detail.  

In this study, we used multi-disciplinary methods and approaches to examine the impacts of a male-
only harvesting policy on the sustainability of the kangaroo industry. We investigated ecological 
effects using a simulation model to determine the effects of selective harvesting on kangaroo 
populations. We also applied social psychology theories and methodology to understand landholder 
attitudes, views and perceptions. Additionally, formal assessments of the animal welfare impacts of 
commercial harvesting and other kangaroo management methods were conducted by a panel of 
experts using a widely accepted assessment framework. The environmental sustainability and animal 
welfare impacts of harvesting were then compared to other meat and leather industries in Australia. 
From the results of our research and analysis, we identified gaps in knowledge and recommended 
where improvements can be made and provided a framework for future study.  

The results and conclusions of this report are limited to the four species of kangaroo that are 
commercially harvested in Australia: the red kangaroo (Osphranter rufus, Demarest 1822); the eastern 
grey kangaroo (Macropus giganteus, Shaw 1790); the western grey kangaroo (Macropus fuliginosus, 
Desmarest 1817); and the common wallaroo (Osphranter robustus, Gould 1840). 
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Objectives 
This project compiles current expert knowledge and evidence on the animal welfare impacts and 
sustainability of the kangaroo harvesting industry. It specifically examines the impacts and issues 
associated with a male-only harvesting strategy.  

The report can be used as a guide for the kangaroo industry to improve harvesting methods and 
strategies, and it will help to deliver balanced outcomes for a range of stakeholders. Ultimately, it will 
also inform the best-practice management of kangaroos across Australia. 

Specifically, the aims of the project were to: 

1. Assess the animal welfare impacts of kangaroo harvesting, and compare with (i) alternative 
kangaroo management methods (including non-commercial shooting, fertility control, 
translocation etc.) and (ii) other meat and leather industries in Australia (i.e. sheep, cattle, 
goats). 

2. Conduct a review of the environmental sustainability of kangaroo harvesting (i.e. in relation 
to carbon emissions, biodiversity maintenance, soil health, water usage etc.) and compare 
with other meat and leather industries in Australia (i.e. sheep, cattle, goats). 

3. Determine the impacts of a male-only harvest on: 
a. kangaroo populations (in comparison to other strategies that include both males and 

females) 
b. kangaroo grazing impacts (cf. other strategies) 
c. size of kangaroo harvest (carcass numbers and yield) 
d. kangaroo welfare 

4. Also, investigate the views of landholders and industry of a male-only harvesting strategy and 
determine the perceived risks and benefits. 

This report consists of four chapters that examine the list of aims. Chapter 1 provides an in-depth 
assessment of the welfare impacts of a broad range of methods used to manage wild kangaroo 
populations. This chapter represents the first time that these methods have been assessed and 
compared in such a rigorous manner. Chapter 2 is a review of the environmental sustainability of 
kangaroo harvesting. It does not repeat the work of recent reviews on this topic; rather, it adds to their 
analysis and conclusions of the impacts of kangaroos on the environment and the impacts of 
harvesting on kangaroo populations, and includes the results of new studies, where relevant. Chapter 3 
reports on the results of a simulation model to examine the impacts of male-only harvesting, and other 
harvest strategies that include males and females, on kangaroo populations, the industry and the 
environment. Finally, Chapter 4 presents the results of a survey that examined the beliefs and attitudes 
of landholders toward the commercial kangaroo industry’s policy change to adopt a male-only 
harvesting policy. 
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Chapter 1:  

Assessing the animal welfare impacts of 
kangaroo harvesting and other 
management methods 
Humaneness assessment model 
The animal welfare impacts (or humaneness) of a range of kangaroo management methods were 
assessed using the Sharp and Saunders’ Model for Assessing the Relative Humaneness of Pest Animal 
Control Methods (Sharp & Saunders, 2008, 2011). This model provides a practical, general means of 
assessment that can be applied to any management method. The goal of humaneness assessment is to 
evaluate the impact of a management method on individual animals and to use this assessment to 
determine which methods are more or less humane compared to other methods. The model uses 
published scientific information (where available) in conjunction with informed expert judgement. It 
generates a score so that the relative humaneness of different methods can be compared. This 
approach has been used to assess welfare impacts for a range of pest animal species, including foxes, 
pigs, goats, rabbits, deer, birds, cats (Sharp & Saunders, 2008, 2011), feral camels (Hart et al., 2013) 
and wild horses (Independent Technical Reference Group, 2015).  

The assessment of overall welfare impact is based on five domains:  

1.  Thirst/hunger/malnutrition   

2.  Environmental challenge  

3.  Injury/disease/functional impairment  

4.  Behavioural/interactive restriction   

5.  Anxiety/fear/pain/distress.  

Although the model was not designed to provide an absolute measure of humaneness, it will allow a 
judgement to be made about the impact of a specific management method on the target animal. When 
the model is applied to a range of different methods, these can be compared, and a decision can be 
made on the choice of method that is informed by an understanding of the relative humaneness of 
each method being considered. 

The model uses a two-part assessment process for each method:  

• Part A examines the impact of a control method on overall welfare and the duration of this 
impact  

• Part B applies to lethal methods only; it examines the effects of the killing method on welfare 
by evaluating the intensity of suffering and duration of suffering caused by the technique.  

Part A and Part B are used to assess the overall humaneness of lethal control methods. For non-lethal 
methods, only Part A is used to examine the impacts on an animal’s welfare.  

With Part A, the impact in each of the five domains is assigned a grade (ranging from no impact to 
mild, moderate, severe, or extreme). From this, an overall impact grade and duration of impact are 
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determined. With Part B, the level of suffering is graded, and the duration of suffering determined. 
Impact scores are assigned using a predetermined scoring matrix (Figs 1 and 2). 

 

Figure 1: Scoring matrix for Part A: overall welfare impact (Sharp and Saunders, 2011).  

 

Figure 2: Scoring matrix for Part B: assessment of mode of death (Sharp and Saunders, 2011). 
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Expert panel 
An expert panel to assess the humaneness of a range of kangaroo management methods was 
established in January 2018. The assessments were conducted at a two-day face-to-face workshop in 
Sydney on 14-15 February 2018.  

The panel consisted of experts in animal welfare assessment; kangaroo behaviour, ecology, 
management and welfare; representatives from animal welfare groups (RSPCA NSW and AVA); the 
kangaroo industry (KIAA, harvesters); landholders; and government regulators (NSW OEH). The 
panel was made up of 10 members, including three members of the NSW Office of Environment & 
Heritage Kangaroo Management Advisory Panel. Thus, the panel was made up of members with a 
broad range of knowledge and experience across the methods being assessed. The panel members 
were: 

• Dr Steve McLeod – Senior Research Scientist, Vertebrate Pest Research Unit, NSW 
Department of Primary Industries. Ecologist and expert on the management kangaroos. 
Member of NSW Office of Environment & Heritage Kangaroo Management Advisory Panel. 

• Dr Trudy Sharp – Research Officer, Vertebrate Pest Research Unit, NSW Department of 
Primary Industries. Developer of humaneness assessment model and expert on animal welfare 
and its assessment. 

• Dr Andrew Braid – Veterinarian, former Research Scientist with CSIRO. Has extensive 
experience in the area of animal welfare and use of humaneness assessment model. 

• Dr Tanya Stephens – Veterinarian, AVA. Member of NSW Office of Environment & 
Heritage Kangaroo Management Advisory Panel. 

• Dr Melissa Snape – Ecologist, Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development 
Directorate, ACT Government.  

• Mr David O’Shannessy – Chief Inspector, RSPCA NSW. Member of NSW Office of 
Environment & Heritage Kangaroo Management Advisory Panel. 

• Mr Robert Kemp – kangaroo harvester representative, Broken Hill NSW. 
• Mr Doug Jobson – representative from the Kangaroo Industries Association of Australia 

(KIAA) and CEO Macro Group Australia. 
• Mr Leon Zanker – landholder representative, White Cliffs NSW. 
• Dr Brad Purcell – NSW Kangaroo Management Unit, NSW Office of Environment & 

Heritage. 

Kangaroo management methods 
A range of different potential methods exist for the management of kangaroos, including lethal 
methods such as commercial harvesting and non-commercial shooting, and non-lethal methods such 
as fertility control and capture followed by translocation. 

The panel considered the full range of potential management methods, as outlined in Figure 3; 
however, not all were assessed. For some methods, such as exclusion fencing and exclusion from 
water points, the panel noted there was insufficient information available to conduct a full assessment. 
For other methods, including some of the fertility control techniques, research was still being 
conducted to assess their suitability. 
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Figure 3: Overview of kangaroo management methods and humaneness assessment scores. 

Please refer to the individual assessment worksheets for details of assumptions and evidence used in the assessments for each of the methods.  
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Assessments were completed for the following kangaroo management methods: 

Commercial harvesting 

Shooting of kangaroos is the most common form of kangaroo management. Commercial harvesting 
involves the shooting of wild, free-ranging kangaroos to gain an economic return from the sale of 
their meat and/or skins. Products derived from kangaroos are used domestically and overseas. A 
licence, issued by the relevant state or territory government authority, is required for the commercial 
shooting of kangaroos 

Harvesting was assessed assuming compliance with the National Code of Practice for the Humane 
Shooting of Kangaroos and Wallabies for Commercial Purposes (except for instances where young-
at-foot are not euthanased). Targeted adult kangaroos are killed with a shot to the head by skilled 
professional shooters who are required to pass a shooting accuracy test, and must hold an appropriate 
permit issued by the relevant state government. Any dependent young of females that are shot are 
required to be euthanased. 

We assessed separate impacts for target adult animals, unfurred pouch young, furred pouch young and 
young-at-foot. The assessments apply to the four species of large kangaroo harvested: eastern grey, 
western grey, red kangaroo, and euro/wallaroo. 

Non-commercial shooting 

Kangaroos are a protected native species; however, there is provision in all states to shoot kangaroos, 
without using the carcass commercially, if they are having impacts on property or safety. A licence, 
issued by the relevant state or territory government authority, is required for non-commercial shooting 
and this will stipulate the numbers of kangaroos that can be shot.  

All shooters must comply with the National Code of Practice for the Humane Shooting of Kangaroos 
and Wallabies for Non-Commercial Purposes, however, unlike commercial harvesting, there is very 
little monitoring of compliance with this Code. Additionally, it is not a requirement to undergo 
competency testing; therefore, shooters conducting non-commercial shooting can have a wide range 
of skills and experience.  

Although the Code requires that in most circumstances kangaroos must be head shot (i.e. killed by a 
shot to the head that destroys the brain), there is a higher incidence of animal cruelty with non-
commercial shooting than with harvesting by professional shooters (RSPCA Australia, 1985; The 
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1988). As for commercial harvesting, any dependent 
young of females that are shot during non-commercial shooting are required to be euthanased. 

We assessed two scenarios for non-commercial shooting: shooting that IS compliant with the Code 
(e.g. a government-controlled cull); and shooting that is NOT compliant with the Code. We assessed 
separate impacts for target adult animals, unfurred pouch young, furred pouch young and young-at-
foot. 

Fertility control 

Fertility control of kangaroos is often promoted by animal protection groups as an ethically and 
socially acceptable alternative to lethal methods of management (Ben-Ami & Mjadwesch, 2017). The 
aim of fertility control is to reduce population growth over time rather than bringing about the rapid 
reduction in number of kangaroos that is sometimes required to reduce the amount of damage or 
frequency of conflict (Wimpenny & Hinds, 2018). Thus, it is best used in situations (for example, in 
parkland-type settings with relatively small and contained populations) to slow the recovery of a 
population after numbers have first been reduced to a desirable level. 
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The panel assessed GonaCon, a GnRH-based immunocontraceptive vaccine that triggers an immune 
response to circulating gonadotrophin-releasing hormone, preventing release of Follicle Stimulating 
Hormone (FSH) and Luteinising Hormone (LH) from the pituitary gland, and thereby inhibiting the 
normal function of the ovaries and testes. GonaCon (when delivered by hand injection, after capture 
and anaesthesia) has been shown to be effective for at least eight years in more than 80% of treated 
animals in early trials on sub-adult female eastern grey kangaroos. Recent trials to assess its suitability 
for remote delivery via dart have been promising (Wimpenny & Hinds, 2018). GonaCon was chosen 
for humaneness assessment because it is a single-dose, long-lasting, and remotely deliverable method 
that has the most potential to cause long-term infertility with the least welfare impact.  

Capture using darting 

Darting involves the live capture of kangaroos using remote delivery of immobilising drugs via 
projectile darts. Animals are approached (on foot or in a vehicle) to about 25 metres and the dart is 
delivered by a tranquiliser firearm. The time to immobilisation (or induction of anaesthesia) is about 
5–10 minutes. Animals need to be closely monitored (for about two hours) until they have recovered 
from the effects of the drugs. 

In situations where kangaroos need to be captured for management, conservation or research 
purposes, darting provides a relatively low-stress alternative to other forms of live capture, such as 
cannon or hand netting, trap yards, drawstring traps, oral baiting and stunning (Roberts et al., 2010). 
For management purposes, capture using darting is the first step when kangaroos need to be killed via 
a lethal injection or are translocated from one place to another. 

Capture (using darting) followed by lethal injection 

In limited situations when populations of kangaroos need to be reduced and other methods are 
impractical, ineffective or unsafe, capture using darting followed by lethal injection (while the animal 
is sedated or anaesthetised) has been used. For example, in 2008 this method was used to manage a 
population of enclosed eastern grey kangaroos at the Belconnen Naval Transmitting Station (BNTS) 
in the ACT (Cooper, 2008). 

Capture (using darting) followed by translocation 

Capture using darting followed by translocation to another area is another method that is often 
promoted as an ethically and socially acceptable alternative to culling (Ben-Ami & Mjadwesch, 
2017). However, although there have been numerous anecdotal reports of foster-reared kangaroos 
being successfully released into the wild, studies that monitor the long-term outcomes for translocated 
kangaroos are rare (Higginbottom & Page, 2010).  

Urea poisoning 

For many years, there have been anecdotal reports of landholders intentionally poisoning kangaroos 
by adding urea to water troughs (e.g. see Bradfield, 2017; Mott, 2002). Although this method is illegal 
and regarded as inhumane, it was considered important to include with these humaneness assessments 
to clarify any negative welfare impacts.  

The methods that were NOT assessed (Figure 3) were: 

Exclusion fencing 

The panel had a short discussion on the potential impacts of exclusion fencing. These include:  

• Preventing access to familiar sources of water – this is a significant risk in hot, arid areas 
when animals are abruptly denied access to an isolated water source, which could result in 
their death  
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• Preventing access to familiar sources of food and shelter  
• Disruption of social groups  
• Alteration of natural movement patterns  
• Injuries and death from entanglement  
• Injuries and stress from trying to go over the fence or push through it 
• Prevention of movement during bushfires and flooding.  

A range of fence types can be considered ‘exclusion fences’, for example, total grazing pressure 
(TGP) fencing, cluster fencing and conventional stock fences. The panel noted that there was a lack of 
research on the impacts of fencing on kangaroos, and that most reports were anecdotal (e.g. Bradfield, 
2017). Given the potential for significant negative welfare impacts of exclusion fencing, especially 
TGP and cluster fencing, research needs to be conducted urgently to understand these impacts and to 
develop strategies to prevent or minimise harm.  

Exclusion from water points 

It was considered that there was insufficient objective information to assess exclusion for water points 
using the humaneness assessment model.  

Impacts on and outcomes for kangaroos that are excluded from water points will vary, depending on a 
number of factors, but particularly whether the kangaroos are fenced in and won’t have access to any 
water, or if they can move on to seek water elsewhere (and if they can, how far they need to travel). 
Denying enclosed kangaroos access to water will cause extreme suffering and result in their death 
from dehydration over a period of days. In ‘dirt tanks’, kangaroos can get bogged in the mud as they 
try to access water, which also results in extreme welfare impacts and death. 

No management 

The impacts of a ‘no management’ approach would vary widely, depending on location, weather, 
availability of food and water. 

Because of the wide variability of situations and impacts, and that ‘no management’ is not considered 
a control method, it is not suitable to assess using the humaneness assessment model. 

Other fertility control methods 

Other methods of fertility control in kangaroos that were not assessed here include: 

• Surgical methods – these include vasectomy and castration for males, and tubal ligation for 
females. Surgical approaches have permanent effects on fertility, but are expensive and 
require veterinary expertise to perform. They are also invasive procedures that can potentially 
have significant welfare impacts, at least in the short term (Wimpenny & Hinds, 2018). 

• Hormonal implants – these are readily available and are easy to use, but still require animals 
to be captured and anaesthetised to insert the implants under the skin. Two types of implants 
have been used in kangaroos: Levonorgestrel (synthetic steroid, progesterone), which lasts for 
at least four years; and Deslorelin (gonadotrophin-releasing hormone, GnRH, agonist), which 
lasts for 1–3 years (Wimpenny & Hinds, 2018). 

• Other immunocontraceptives – a zona pellucida (ZP) (egg coat) protein vaccine has been 
trialled on eastern grey kangaroos, but appears to require multiple doses to be effective for a 
length of time (Wimpenny & Hinds, 2018). 
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Outcomes of the assessments 
Each assessment is based on specific assumptions that are listed on the worksheet. It is important to 
note these assumptions when considering the relative humaneness for any given method because any 
deviation will alter the outcome of the method.  

Normally, when assessing the impact of a control method in each of the five domains, a key 
assumption is that the method is being carried out according to ‘best practice’ as set out in any 
relevant code of practice (COP or Code) or standard operating procedure (SOP). This is to ensure that 
the evaluation is of the intrinsic humaneness of a method rather than technical inadequacies or 
limitations associated with its application. With kangaroo management methods, best practice for 
commercial harvesting and non-commercial shooting are set out in the two national COPs 
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2008a, 2008b); however, for all other methods, no COPs or SOPs exist. 
Thus, we have included published protocols or guidelines, where available, in lieu of a COP or SOP. 
Note that best practice application also assumes that those using the technique are sufficiently skilled, 
competent and experienced to be able to consistently and effectively achieve best practice outcomes. 
To illustrate what can happen if best practice is not followed, we also assessed non-commercial 
shooting that is not compliant with the COP. 

The humaneness assessment worksheets for each kangaroo management method are included in this 
chapter. A matrix to allow comparison of the different humaneness scores is included below (Figure 
4). A second matrix shows the relative humaneness of illegal poisoning with urea and non-
commercial shooting that is not compliant with the relevant COP (Figure 5).  

Note that the outcome for adult target kangaroos can vary widely when best practice is not followed 
during non-commercial shooting. This is reflected in the humaneness score, which ranges from 2A to 
8H; that is, mild to extreme. Also note that unfurred (or furless) pouch young will die if they are not 
euthanased according to the COP, therefore this is considered a lethal method in this situation.  
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Figure 4: Matrix of humaneness assessment scores for kangaroo management methods. 

Please refer to the individual assessment worksheets for details of assumptions and evidence used in 
the assessments for each of the methods. 
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Figure 5: Matrix of humaneness assessment scores for illegal or non-compliant kangaroo 
management methods. 

Please refer to the individual assessment worksheets for details of assumptions and evidence used in 
the assessments for each of the methods.  
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Control methods and humaneness assessments: worksheets 

Commercial harvesting – impacts on target animals 
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Commercial harvesting – impacts on young-at-foot 
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Commercial harvesting – impacts on furred pouch young 
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Commercial harvesting – impacts on furless pouch young 
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Capture and lethal injection of kangaroos 
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Capture of kangaroos followed by translocation 
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Capture of kangaroos using darting 
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Kangaroo fertility control with GnRH vaccine 
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Non-commercial shooting (compliant) target animals 
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Non-commercial shooting (compliant) young-at-foot 
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Non-commercial shooting (compliant) furred pouch young 
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Non-commercial shooting (compliant) furless pouch young 
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Non-commercial shooting (not compliant) target animals 
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Non-commercial shooting (not compliant) young-at-foot 
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Non-commercial shooting (not compliant) furred pouch young 
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Non-commercial shooting (not compliant) furless pouch young 
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Poisoning of kangaroos with urea: worksheet 
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Conclusions 

The assessment of the animal welfare impacts (or humaneness) of a range of kangaroo management 
methods using the Sharp and Saunders’ model for assessing the relative humaneness of pest animal 
control methods indicated that, compared to other methods used to manage kangaroos, commercial 
harvesting is one of the most humane methods available. When done in accordance with the Code, the 
impacts on target animals and pouch young are relatively humane. The overall welfare impact on 
animals targeted by shooters was assessed as ‘Mild’. The overall welfare impact on unfurred and 
furred pouch young was assessed as ‘No impact’ and ‘Moderate’, respectively, which reflected the 
disparities in capacity to suffer at different stages of development. The overall welfare impact on 
young-at-foot was assessed as ‘Mild’ if the young were euthanased by the shooter, but it increased to 
‘Severe to Extreme’ when young were not euthanased. 

Shooting for non-commercial purposes is not regulated to the same extent as commercial shooting. 
Nevertheless, assuming adherence to the Code, the assessments of the overall welfare impacts were 
identical to the scores for commercial harvesting. However, if non-commercial shooting was not 
compliant with the Code, the humaneness of shooting was relatively poor. Enforcement of animal 
welfare standards can be theoretically easier in the commercial system because there are points in the 
supply chain (e.g. chillers and processing works) where carcasses can be checked for compliance with 
the Code. On the other hand, this is virtually impossible with the non-commercial cull because there 
are no definable locations where checking can occur (Shepherd & Caughley, 1987). In addition, there 
is no requirement for non-commercial shooters to meet a minimum standard of proficiency, which 
may increase the likelihood of wounding. If shooting is non-compliant with the Code, the assessment 
of overall welfare impact ranged from ‘Mild to Extreme’ for target animals, ‘Severe to Extreme’ for 
young-at-foot and ‘Moderate to Extreme’ for furred pouch young. Unfurred pouch young were 
assessed as ‘No impact’ because they lack sensibility at that developmental stage. 

Methods that are often viewed by the general public as having relatively good humaneness were 
found to have relatively poor humaneness compared with commercial harvesting and Code-compliant 
non-commercial shooting. Apart from fertility control with GnRH vaccine, methods that required 
capture using chemical immobilisation delivered with a dart had an overall assessment of welfare 
impact of at least ‘Mild to Moderate’. If the animal was translocated, the overall assessment increased 
to ‘Severe’. The exception was darting with a fertility control vaccine, which had an overall rating of 
‘Mild’. 
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A comparison of the welfare impacts of commercial kangaroo 
harvesting with other meat- and skin-producing industries  
 

Introduction 

The commercial harvesting of kangaroos is considered by many to be one of the most humane ways to 
get meat from the paddock to the plate. Mr Ray Borda, Managing Director of Macro Group, has been 
quoted as stating that harvesting ‘if it’s done correctly, is the most humane way to take any animal in 
the whole world, because you are taking them in their natural environment, and you are taking them at 
rest, and it’s one shot to the brain and they don’t know any better’ (Wahlquist, 2019). Dr Bidda Jones, 
Chief Science and Strategy Officer with RSPCA Australia also maintains that harvesting is arguably 
more humane than industrial agriculture and that the ‘experience of a kangaroo before it is shot…is 
way better than that of most intensively farmed animals’ (Wahlquist, 2019).  

Earlier in this report, we presented the results of an objective assessment process to examine the 
specific welfare impacts of commercial harvesting (and other kangaroo management methods) on 
target animals and non-target animals (specifically, unfurred and furred pouch young and dependent 
young-at-foot). For commercial harvesting, the assessments provide a detailed view of the negative 
impacts associated with the ‘point of kill’ or slaughter of target animals, but they do not provide an 
insight into the other factors that can potentially have an impact—positive or negative—upon the 
wellbeing of kangaroos.  

If we look beyond the events proximate to shooting, how does the ‘quality of life’ (or lifetime 
welfare) of kangaroos compare with other meat- and skin-producing animals in Australia, such as 
cattle, sheep and goats? What are the similarities and differences in welfare impacts for kangaroos, an 
unmanaged, free-living species, compared with managed domestic farmed animals in extensive or 
intensive meat production systems?  

In this section of the report, we will compare and contrast the animal welfare impacts of events and 
situations potentially experienced over the lifetime of kangaroos and other meat-producing animals in 
Australia, using the four principles of the Welfare Quality® framework (Blokhuis et al., 2010). This 
framework was developed by a European research team to integrate animal welfare in the food quality 
chain. The project aimed to accommodate societal concerns and market demands, and to develop 
reliable on-farm monitoring systems, product information systems, and practical species-specific 
strategies to improve farm animal welfare. The framework includes four broad principles essential to 
safeguard and improve farm animal welfare. It considers the views of consumers, industry, farmers, 
legislators, and scientists. The four broad principles are:  

1) Good housing  
2) Good feeding  
3) Good health  
4) Appropriate behaviour.  

Also defined within the four principles were 12 criteria that help to outline the causes of welfare 
problems. Together, the principles and criteria complement and extend the Five Freedoms published 
by the Farm Animal Welfare Council in the early 1990s (Farm Animal Welfare Council, 2009).  

This assessment protocol has been used to examine animal welfare impacts across a wide range of 
food-producing species and systems, including cattle (Welfare Quality, 2009a), pigs (Welfare Quality, 
2009b) and poultry (Welfare Quality, 2009c), and more recently, sheep (Richmond et al., 2017), goats 
(Battini et al., 2015), and turkeys (Marchewka et al., 2015). 
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By using this framework to broadly examine the similarities and differences in welfare impacts for 
meat- and skin-producing animals, we can provide some evidence to either support or refute the claim 
that kangaroo harvesting is ‘more humane’ than agriculture for producing meat and skins. 

The welfare impacts of extensive versus intensively produced farm animals.  

Before we start to compare the specific welfare impacts, it is important to briefly clarify the general 
differences between intensive and extensive animal production systems and how the public view 
them. In the Australian environment, extensive livestock production refers to sheep (wool and meat) 
and beef cattle production, while intensive livestock production systems generally includes poultry 
(broiler and laying hens) and pig farms, cattle and sheep feedlots, dairies (although many can be 
largely extensive) and rabbit farms. 

The public are thought to highly value natural aspects of animal production that are often found in 
extensive systems (Goddard et al., 2006). In general, they often think that intensive farming 
conditions are ‘bad’ while extensive conditions are ‘good’. This view is commonly perpetuated by the 
widespread representations of free-range or extensively produced animals living under natural 
conditions with the freedom to engage in a wide range of behaviours exhibited by their wild relatives 
(Appleby, 1996; Goddard et al., 2006). But this view is an oversimplification.  

With intensive production systems, animals are provided with food, water, and thermal comfort, and 
are treated for disease and injury. They can be also inspected frequently to ensure these physical needs 
are met. However, they do not have the freedom to move about as they please, and are often restricted 
in their ability to perform their full range of natural behaviours (Appleby, 1996; Dwyer, 2009). On the 
other hand, with extensive production systems, many of the welfare challenges arise from 
unpredictability and variability in the environment in which they live. The provision of food, water, 
thermal and physical comfort are all affected by climatic variability, and could even be absent for 
periods of time (e.g., during drought, after flooding or bushfire). In addition, disease or injury might 
be left untreated or might not even be detected because the animals are not always easy to access and 
are inspected infrequently. The positive side of the welfare balance for these animals is their relative 
freedom and a greater opportunity to express natural behaviour than intensively managed animals 
(Appleby, 1996; Dwyer, 2009). 

Perceptions of wild animal welfare can also be simplistic. It is often assumed that although life for 
wild animals can be hard, it can also be good.  Moreover, many believe that we are not responsible for 
the welfare of wild animals, but rather the ‘bad’ things that happen to them are due to Mother Nature 
or ‘fate’. However, it is also argued that ‘there are no truly wild animals; all animals are under the 
influence of people, who affect their available range, population density, food supply and so on’ 
(Appleby, 1996, p.24). To fully understand the negative and positive effects that situations and actions 
have on the wellbeing of animals, it is important to test these general perceptions, which is what we 
do here in a very broad sense.  

Assumptions 

These welfare comparisons are based on several specific assumptions:  

• Firstly, we have examined the potential welfare challenges for individuals and did not 
consider the total numbers of animals affected. We should point out that numbers of animals 
intentionally produced for food is many magnitudes larger that the numbers of wild kangaroos 
harvested. For example, in 2018, a total of 1,565,110 kangaroos were commercially harvested 
nationally (Department for Environment and Water, 2019; Department of Biodiversity, 
Conservation and Attractions, 2018; Environmental Services and Regulation, Department of 
Environment and Science, 2019; Office of Environment and Heritage, 2019), and yet in the 
month of December 2019 alone, 743,000 head of cattle, 842,200 head of sheep, and 423,000 
head of pigs were slaughtered in Australia for meat (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2020). 
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• We have assumed that the production animals are raised in accordance with ‘best practice’ for 
that system, i.e. as outlined in a code of practice for the welfare of each specific species. For 
example, for pigs, it is the Model Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals: Pigs (Primary 
Industries Standing Committee, 2008).  

• We have assumed that commercial harvesting is conducted in accordance with the National 
Code of Practice for the Humane Shooting of Kangaroos and Wallabies for Commercial 
Purposes (Commonwealth of Australia, 2008a). 

• In addition, we have taken a broad look at the range of animal welfare challenges and impacts 
associated with intensively and extensively produced animals, and do not consider differences 
relating to specific situations, breeds of animal, etc., unless stated.  

• We have not considered rangeland goats because they are, at times, treated like wild animals 
and, at other times, managed like sheep. We also have not considered the intensive farming of 
animals specifically for skin or fur, such as foxes, mink, stoats, and rabbits. In Australia, most 
skin production is a byproduct of meat production from cattle, calves, sheep, lambs and goats, 
with a smaller market from wild animals, such as kangaroo and crocodile. 

• We recognise that much more animal welfare research has been carried out—and the positive 
and negative impacts on animal wellbeing are better understood—for production animals 
(especially those produced under intensive systems) compared with wild animals such as 
kangaroos. 

• Lastly, this is not a detailed review, but rather a concise comparison of welfare impacts. 
Therefore, extensive referencing has not been used in the text. 

A comparison of welfare impacts across the four Welfare Quality® principles 

Good feeding 

Absence of prolonged hunger 

Intensively produced animals (e.g. pigs, poultry, feedlot sheep and cattle) are provided with food so 
are less likely to experience periods of hunger than extensively produced animals (e.g. sheep and 
cattle) and kangaroos.  

When conditions are good, extensively produced animals are unlikely to experience hunger because 
they have access to sufficient quality and quantities of food. However, during drought and in other 
instances when food is scarce, i.e. during floods and after bushfires, animals can experience periods of 
prolonged hunger. Overstocking can lead to overgrazing and food shortage, which leads to hunger, 
but this is not considered best farming practice. During abrupt or earlier-than-natural weaning, periods 
of hunger are also likely for young animals while they adapt to a new food source. 

For kangaroos, when conditions are good and there is sufficient quality and quantity of forage, 
prolonged hunger is not an issue. However, during drought and when food is scarce (i.e. during floods 
and after bushfires), or the quality of forage is poor, animals can experience periods of prolonged 
hunger that can lead to starvation. Dependent young-at-foot that are orphaned during harvesting are 
also likely to experience periods of hunger (Sharp, 2015). 

Absence of prolonged thirst 

Water is provided for intensively and extensively produced animals.  

For extensively produced animals, provision of water of adequate quality and quantity can become an 
issue during prolonged dry spells and drought. 

For kangaroos, when conditions are hot and dry, the survival of individual animals is contingent on 
drinking water from natural or artificial watering points (Lavery et al., 2017). Exclusion fencing and 
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devices such as the Finlayson trough (Norbury, 1992) that prevent animals from drinking at water 
points can cause periods of prolonged thirst and death if no other water sources are within range. The 
impacts of closing off water points can be especially severe for larger males that need to drink 
regularly, but will affect all kangaroo sizes during droughts (Underhill et al., 2007). 

Good housing (or environment)  

Comfort around resting 

Intensively produced animals are confined under a wide range of different conditions, depending upon 
species (e.g. pigs, cattle, broiler hens) and type and stage of production (e.g. hatchery, farrowing, 
rearing, production, transportation, lairage, slaughter). Because they are confined, they are prevented 
from moving naturally, so they may or may not have adequate space to lie down (away from wet or 
muddy areas), suitable bedding (e.g. straw) or flooring conducive to resting (e.g. rubber mats rather 
than concrete). 

In certain situations, the environments can be designed or adjusted for optimal levels of comfort, but 
this is not always the case. Welfare problems occur when confined animals cannot move to a more 
comfortable resting place. 

Extensively produced animals and kangaroos are free to choose where they want to rest and will move 
to other areas to be comfortable (if available). 

Thermal comfort 

With intensively produced animals, temperature is usually controlled to manage thermal comfort 
using a variety of methods. For example, with housed pigs, temperature is managed using cooling 
from more air movement, water sprays, insulation, bedding, and supplementary heating (Primary 
Industries Standing Committee, 2008). 

For extensively produced animals and kangaroos, thermal comfort is determined by the prevailing 
environmental conditions. Exposure to challenging environmental conditions (e.g., temperature 
extremes) can lead to adverse welfare impacts if the animal cannot mount the required adaptive 
physiological responses, or if the challenges are so severe that it is beyond the animal’s physiological 
adaptive capacity to cope. 

The extent of impact of any environmental challenge will also depend on factors such as species and 
age. For example, younger animals are likely to suffer more than older animals when exposed to 
extremes of heat or cold. The impact of multiple negative environmental conditions must also be 
considered; for example, the detrimental effects of cold exposure can be compounded in wet and 
windy weather.  

Ease of movement 

Stocking density, space allowance and floor slipperiness are important factors when considering 
welfare impacts relating to ease of movement in intensive systems. However, with extensively 
produced animals and kangaroos, this criterion is unlikely to be relevant because space is not 
restricted.  

Good health 

Absence of injury 

Intensively produced animals can experience a range of injuries. For example, cuts, scratches or 
wounds occur in housed pigs due to fighting; hock burn and foot pad dermatitis in broiler chickens; 
and lameness in cattle, pigs and poultry due to an inability to use limbs in a normal manner. 
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Extensively produced animals can be injured by predators, such as dingoes, wild dogs, foxes, eagles, 
and crows, and from fence entanglement, including electrified and non-electrified, barbed wire. 

Kangaroos can also be injured by predators, such as dingoes, wild dogs, foxes, eagles, and crows, 
fence entanglement (including electrified and non-electrified, barbed wire), and a range of other 
causes, including vehicle collisions and misadventure. In addition, they can be wounded during 
commercial harvesting or non-commercial shooting (Sharp, 2015). 

Absence of disease 

Diseases can cause significant welfare impacts and suffering. Diagnosis of disease does not alleviate 
welfare problems, but successful treatment does.  

With intensive systems, disease can be diagnosed and treated quickly because animals are monitored 
regularly. On the other hand, for extensively produced animals that are not monitored frequently, it is 
much harder to diagnose and treat disease. Therefore, preventative veterinary medicine that includes 
sensible management practices (e.g. planned breeding to reduce lamb mortality), proper nutrition and 
vaccination is important to minimise welfare impacts. 

Disease in kangaroos is mostly undiagnosed and untreated. Investigation of disease outbreaks 
sometimes occurs when large animals are affected or there is a threat to livestock health, but it is 
unlikely to be done to reduce the suffering of individuals or small numbers of animals. 

Absence of pain induced by management procedures 

A range of invasive procedures is conducted on livestock without anaesthesia or analgesia. For 
example, intensively produced poultry are debeaked, and intensively produced pigs endure tail 
docking, teeth reduction by clipping or grinding, and castration of males.  

Dehorning, branding, and castration of males is commonly conducted on extensively produced beef 
cattle, while mulesing, tail docking, ear notching or tagging and castration of males is conducted on 
extensively produced sheep. 

Pain can also be associated with a range of other management procedures or practices, including 
restraint, handling, mustering, shearing, drenching, transportation, stunning and slaughter.  

Management procedures can also cause significant pain in kangaroos. For example, they can be 
wounded from gunshots during harvesting and non-commercial shooting. Indirectly, they can become 
entangled in fences and also receive electric shocks from electrified troughs and fences.  

Appropriate behaviour 

Expression of social behaviours 

Intensive production systems prevent a range of normal behaviour patterns. For some of these 
behaviours, there is substantial evidence that this significantly impairs welfare (for examples, see 
Petherick & Rushen, 1997). On the other hand, animals in extensive production systems generally 
have few, if any, of their normal behaviour patterns restricted or prevented for extended periods of 
time. Any restriction or prevention usually lasts for a matter of hours or perhaps days; for example, 
when they are mustered and confined before and during transportation. One notable exception is live 
export when animals are confined for long periods on ships or aircraft (Petherick, 2005). For the most 
part, kangaroos also have no restrictions on their normal behaviour except for impediments to 
movement and natural dispersal caused by fencing. In addition, natural disasters, such as floods and 
bushfires, can impair movement and other behaviours in extensively produced animals and kangaroos. 
Some management methods can also have significant impacts on behaviour. For example, harvesting 
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and non-commercial shooting can orphan dependent young, which disrupts the mother–young bond 
and could also disrupt bonds among social groups. 

Expression of other behaviours 

Compared with extensively produced animals, intensively produced animals are more likely to exhibit 
abnormal behaviours (e.g. more aggression) and stereotypes; for example, in pigs, stereotypic licking, 
bar-biting or sham-chewing (Broom & Fraser, 2007). Exploratory and play behaviour may also be 
reduced in some intensive environments. For example, pigs housed in a barren environment are less 
active, show less explorative and play behaviour, and spend more time on oral activities directed at 
pen mates than pigs from enriched housing (Bolhuis et al., 2005). 

On the other hand, extensively produced animals and kangaroos are likely to show much more 
vigilance behaviour than intensively produced animals because they live in environments and 
encounter situations where there is greater perceived risk (e.g. predation). 

Good human–animal relationship 

Good stockmanship is important for minimising animal welfare problems in animal production 
systems (Hemsworth & Coleman, 1998, 2011). The fear response of animals toward humans relates to 
an absence of habituation to human contact, as may occur in extensively managed animals, or a 
learned negative association acquired through poor handling (Richmond et al., 2017). 

It is well documented that interactions between humans and animals in intensive production systems 
can have profound effects on their welfare and productivity (Hemsworth & Coleman, 2011). 
Intensively produced animals are more habituated to human contact and, if they are treated well, it is 
probable that they will be less fearful and have a more positive relationship with humans than 
extensively produced and wild animals. 

Positive emotional state 

Animals in a positive emotional state are thought to have better welfare than those in negative states. 
Qualitative behaviour analysis (QBA) can be used to assess affective or emotional state in animals 
(Wemelsfelder, 2007). Unlike quantitative approaches that describe which behaviours are performed 
by animals, QBA asks how behaviours are performed. With QBA, information about body language 
and the way the animal interacts with the environment is assimilated and translated into qualitative 
descriptors, such as calm, agitated, confident, curious, unsure, and nervous. QBA can capture positive 
aspects of animal welfare (e.g. positively engaged with their environment, playfulness) (Rutherford et 
al., 2012).  

Although there is much research to be done in this area, it would be expected that, overall, intensively 
produced animals spend less time in a positive emotional state compared with extensively produced or 
wild animals. For example, one study in housed pigs found that a strikingly low number of pigs 
showed the behaviour patterns ‘positively occupied’, ‘playful’ and enjoying’. On the other hand, 
raised values for ‘tense’ and ‘agitated’ indicated a degree of negative emotion or ‘unrest’ in the pigs 
(Otten, 2013). In another study with pigs, those that were housed in extensive conditions were 
assessed as happier, more content, positively occupied, and lively than pigs housed in intensive 
conditions (Temple et al., 2011).  

 

Case study: Commercially harvested kangaroos versus extensively managed 
sheep in southern rangelands of Australia 

In Australia, and elsewhere in the world, sheep are rarely kept exclusively in the intensive 
management systems that are found with other farmed species. Lambs bred for meat are sometimes 
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held in intensive finishing feedlots for a short period, but they are still not as physically restricted as 
laying hens or sows (Kilgour et al., 2008). Extensively managed sheep have considerably more 
behavioural freedom, compared to intensively managed animals that are always more confined. But 
there is still a range of welfare challenges that sheep frequently face by living in an extensive 
environment, such as variability in climate, food and water provision, and untreated disease or injury 
(Dwyer, 2009).  

Commercially harvested kangaroos are wild animals, so they too live a life of behavioural freedom up 
until the point at which they are killed. However, they also experience a range of other negative 
impacts on their wellbeing. With this case study, we compare and highlight the welfare challenges for 
sheep and kangaroos living in southern rangeland areas of Australia. A summary of these challenges 
is presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: A comparison of welfare challenges for sheep and kangaroos living in southern 
rangeland areas of Australia. 

Welfare 
principles 

Welfare criteria Extensively managed 
sheep in southern 
rangelands of Australia 

Commercially 
harvested kangaroos 
in southern rangelands 
of Australia 

 

Good feeding 1 Absence of 
prolonged 
hunger 

During good conditions with 
access to sufficient quality 
and quantity of pasture (and 
appropriate stocking 
density), prolonged hunger 
is not usually an issue. 
However, the seasonal or 
intra-annual fluctuations in 
pasture quality and/or 
availability that occur in 
rangeland areas can result in 
periods of hunger. 

 

During dry periods or 
droughts, supplementary 
feeding may be required. If 
this is not in sufficient 
quality or quantity, then 
prolonged hunger will occur. 

 

Tooth loss can affect food 
intake in older sheep 
(Richmond et al., 2017). 

 

During good conditions 
with access to sufficient 
quality and quantity of 
pasture, prolonged 
hunger is not usually an 
issue. However, the 
seasonal or intra-annual 
fluctuations in pasture 
quality and/or 
availability that occur in 
rangeland areas can 
result in periods of 
hunger. 

 

Compared with sheep, 
kangaroos are better 
adapted to the changing 
environments of the 
rangelands and will 
adjust feeding strategies 
when availability and 
quality of forage 
changes. They also eat 
less than sheep to meet 
their basic maintenance 
energy needs. When the 
larger size of sheep is 
factored in, their dry 
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Welfare 
principles 

Welfare criteria Extensively managed 
sheep in southern 
rangelands of Australia 

Commercially 
harvested kangaroos 
in southern rangelands 
of Australia 

 

Sudden or early weaning of 
lambs can result in periods 
of prolonged hunger as they 
adapt to a new diet. In 
addition, lambs that are 
poorly attached to their 
mother, due to inadequate 
behavioural responses of 
either the ewe or lamb, can 
experience hunger (Dwyer, 
2008). 

 

matter intakes each day 
are three times those of 
female kangaroos 
(Dawson, 2012). 

 

Barrier fences installed 
to exclude kangaroos 
from familiar sources of 
pasture can have 
significant welfare 
impacts if there are no 
other sources of food, or 
if the animals do not 
move on to search for 
other sources. 

 

Nutritionally dependent 
young orphaned (e.g. 
during harvesting, non-
commercial shooting or 
from other management 
methods) or separated 
from their mother will 
experience periods of 
prolonged hunger. 

 

2 Absence of 
prolonged 
thirst 

During good conditions with 
access to sufficient quality 
and quantity of water, 
prolonged thirst usually is 
not an issue. However, 
sheep need to drink 
regularly so if water sources 
are widely dispersed or hard 
to find, periods of thirst may 
occur.  

 

During good conditions 
with access to sufficient 
quality and quantity of 
water, prolonged thirst is 
usually not an issue.  

 

Kangaroos need much 
less water, and drink 
much less frequently 
than sheep. Red 
kangaroos (Osphranter 
rufus) are the most water 
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Welfare 
principles 

Welfare criteria Extensively managed 
sheep in southern 
rangelands of Australia 

Commercially 
harvested kangaroos 
in southern rangelands 
of Australia 

 

Dirty or contaminated water 
sources will reduce 
palatability. 

 

Droughts can cause severe 
impacts. Many sources of 
water may be natural, so 
sheep need to have safe 
access. Access to water in 
dams can be affected as 
water dries up and sheep can 
become bogged. 

 

 

efficient of the kangaroo 
species (Dawson, 2012).  

 

Barrier fences and 
electrified (or Finlayson) 
troughs installed to 
exclude kangaroos from 
water points can have 
significant welfare 
impacts if there are no 
other sources of water. 

 

Nutritionally dependent 
young orphaned (e.g. 
during harvesting, non-
commercial shooting or 
from other management) 
or separated from their 
mother could experience 
periods of prolonged 
thirst. 

 

Good 
environment1 

3 Comfort 
around resting 

Not usually an issue because 
sheep can choose a 
comfortable area to rest and 
there is adequate space. 

 

Impacts on comfort can 
occur if they are forced to 
rest in rocky or muddy areas 
or areas with burrs or 
thistles. 

 

Not usually an issue 
because kangaroos can 
choose a comfortable 
area to rest and there is 
adequate space. 

 

1 Note that ‘environment’ is more appropriate than ‘housing’ when discussing wild animals or extensively 
farmed animals. 
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Welfare 
principles 

Welfare criteria Extensively managed 
sheep in southern 
rangelands of Australia 

Commercially 
harvested kangaroos 
in southern rangelands 
of Australia 

 

4 Thermal 
comfort 

Sheep are outside, so 
protection from extremes of 
weather is not usually 
provided. 

 

Heat stress and hyperthermia 
can be an issue for sheep in 
rangeland areas. The 
dissipation of heat with 
woolly sheep is reduced, so 
they need to rely on shade-
seeking and panting (and 
therefore require regular 
access to water – at least 
twice a day) 

 

Provision of suitable shade 
and not disturbing (i.e. 
mustering, yarding, 
transporting) sheep when 
they are susceptible to heat 
stress will reduce impacts. 

 

Sheep are very resistant to 
cold. Their lower critical 
temperature can be less than 
0°C in fully fleeced adult 
sheep, however they can be 
susceptible to hypothermia 
when exposed to cold, wet 
and windy conditions after 
shearing (Richmond et al., 
2017). 

 

Newborn lambs are 
susceptible to hypothermia, 
especially those with low 
birthweight (Hinch & Brien, 
2014). Shelter that reduces 
wind velocity across a 

Kangaroos are well 
adapted to their 
environment and have 
elaborate mechanisms to 
maintain a relatively 
stable body temperature 
(Dawson, 2012).  

 

All kangaroo species are 
able to produce sufficient 
heat in the cold and to 
get rid of excess heat in 
hot conditions. 

 

In thermally challenging 
conditions, they will 
make behavioural 
changes, such as seeking 
shade and/or shelter. In 
high temperatures, they 
use panting, sweating 
and licking for 
evaporative heat loss. In 
cold weather, they shiver 
and change the pattern of 
blood flow in the legs 
and the tail.  

 

When water and food are 
limited, thermoregulation 
can be affected. Younger 
growing animals have 
proportionally high feed 
needs and, thus, can be 
more susceptible to 
hypothermia in cold 
conditions, especially 
when food is limited.  
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Welfare 
principles 

Welfare criteria Extensively managed 
sheep in southern 
rangelands of Australia 

Commercially 
harvested kangaroos 
in southern rangelands 
of Australia 

 

lambing paddock can 
increase survival of wet, 
newborn lambs exposed to 
the chill of air movement, 
cold and wet conditions. In 
rangeland areas, no shelter is 
provided, therefore the 
extent of shelter is highly 
variable and is dependent 
upon habitat type (i.e. 
grasslands vs. perennial 
shrublands). 

 

 

5 Ease of 
movement 

Sheep are not confined and 
are free to roam, so ease of 
movement is not considered 
a significant issue.  

 

Overgrown hooves may 
cause problems in feedlot 
sheep or in high rainfall 
areas but is not really an 
issue in rangeland sheep. 

 

Kangaroos are not 
confined and are free to 
roam, so ease of 
movement is not 
considered a significant 
issue.  

 

Good health 6 Absence of 
injuries 

Sheep can be injured by 
predators (e.g. dingoes, wild 
dogs, eagles, feral pigs, 
crows) when they become 
entangled in fences, during 
management procedures 
(e.g. cuts from shearing) and 
from misadventure (e.g. 
snakebite). 

 

Frequency of inspection of 
extensively produced sheep 
is low, therefore injuries are 
unlikely to be detected and 
treated. 

Kangaroos can be injured 
by predators (e.g. 
dingoes, wild dogs, 
eagles, feral pigs, crows) 
when they become 
entangled in fences, 
during management 
procedures, from fighting 
with conspecifics and 
from misadventure, 
including vehicle 
collisions and snakebite. 
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Welfare 
principles 

Welfare criteria Extensively managed 
sheep in southern 
rangelands of Australia 

Commercially 
harvested kangaroos 
in southern rangelands 
of Australia 

 

 Injuries in wild 
kangaroos are generally 
not detected or treated. 

 

7 Absence of 
disease 

A number of relatively 
common sheep diseases and 
parasitic infestations (e.g. 
lameness, fly strike, lice, eye 
infections) are associated 
with pain, distress and 
suffering and, if left 
untreated, are a major source 
of welfare compromise. 

 

The lack of regular 
inspection means that 
diseases are often left 
untreated. However, some 
diseases can be prevented by 
best practice management, 
for example, vaccination 
(e.g. for enterotoxaemia, 
black disease, tetanus, 
cheesy gland, scabby 
mouth).  

 

Obstetric difficulties and 
related problems around 
lambing (e.g. vaginal 
prolapse, mastitis) are also a 
welfare problem in sheep 
that are not inspected 
regularly. 

 

Diseases in kangaroos, 
such as viral epidemic 
blindness (i.e. choroid 
blindness, 
chorioretinitis), 
enterotoxaemia, parasitic 
infection (e.g. 
coccidiosis) and 
necrobacillosis (lumpy 
jaw), toxoplasmosis are 
associated with pain, 
distress and suffering. 

 

Diseases in wild 
kangaroos are generally 
not detected, treated, or 
prevented. 

8 Absence of 
pain induced 
by 
management 
procedures 

Mulesing (removal of breech 
skin to control blowfly 
strike), castration, tail 
docking and ear-
notching/tagging are routine 
husbandry procedures that 

Lethal management 
procedures (i.e. 
commercial harvesting 
and non-commercial 
shooting) can cause 
significant pain and 
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Welfare 
principles 

Welfare criteria Extensively managed 
sheep in southern 
rangelands of Australia 

Commercially 
harvested kangaroos 
in southern rangelands 
of Australia 

 

can cause considerable pain. 
Local anaesthetic 
formulations and non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory 
agents have been shown to 
alleviate pain for some 
procedures but are yet to be 
mandatory. 

 

Other management 
procedures, including 
drenching, crutching, 
shearing, mustering, 
transportation, stunning and 
slaughter, can also result in 
pain. 

 

suffering if they are not 
conducted in accordance 
with best practice. 

 

Other non-lethal 
management methods, 
such as fences erected to 
control grazing pressure, 
can cause pain if 
kangaroos become 
entangled. 

 

 

Appropriate 
behaviour 

9 Expression of 
social 
behaviours 

Free-ranging sheep 
generally can express the 
full range of social 
behaviours; however, some 
exceptions would be:  

o During mustering, 
confinement in yards 
and during 
transportation (including 
live export) and other 
management practices 

o Disruption of the ewe–
lamb bond by permanent 
or temporary separation 

o Drafting and culling 
o Seeking cover when 

threatened 
o Seeking isolation (e.g. at 

lambing) 
o Keeping sheep in groups 

of uniform age and sex. 
Flocks are often shifted 
from pasture to pasture 
so that the establishment 
of normal social 

Free-ranging kangaroos 
generally can express the 
full range of social 
behaviours; however, 
some management 
methods can have 
significant impacts on 
behaviour. For example, 
harvesting and non-
commercial shooting can 
orphan the dependent 
young, disrupting the 
mother–young bond. It 
could also disrupt bonds 
among social groups. 

 

Barrier fencing (e.g. 
exclusion, TGP, cluster 
fencing) that excludes or 
contains kangaroos not 
only prevents access to 
familiar sources of water, 
food and shelter, and 
causes injuries, suffering 
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Welfare 
principles 

Welfare criteria Extensively managed 
sheep in southern 
rangelands of Australia 

Commercially 
harvested kangaroos 
in southern rangelands 
of Australia 

 

structures may not 
occur.  

 

and death from 
entanglement, but can 
potentially disrupt social 
groups. 

10 Expression of 
other 
behaviours 

Sheep in an extensive 
environment are unlikely to 
show abnormal behaviours 
or stereotypes, but exhibit a 
high level of vigilance as 
part of their anti-predator 
response. 

 

Sheep are largely 
defenceless other than 
expressing anti-predator 
behaviours, therefore high 
levels of fear and distress are 
likely to occur with most 
management procedures. 

 

Barrier fencing can also 
potentially interfere with 
natural dispersion of 
kangaroos, and impede 
their movement to safer 
areas during bushfires or 
flooding. 

 

Kangaroos exhibit a high 
level of vigilance as part 
of their anti-predator 
response. Management 
methods can cause high 
levels of fear and 
distress.   

11 Human–animal 
relationship 

Different management 
systems expose sheep to 
different levels of human 
contact. With extensive 
production of sheep in the 
rangelands, human contact is 
limited, so animals will react 
with fear to management 
procedures that involve 
humans. This fear reaction 
will be heighted even further 
if sheepdogs are involved. 

 

Aversive handling 
techniques can have 
significant welfare impacts. 

 

Kangaroos are wild 
animals and have an 
innate fear of humans, 
therefore all interactions 
will be negative. 
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Welfare 
principles 

Welfare criteria Extensively managed 
sheep in southern 
rangelands of Australia 

Commercially 
harvested kangaroos 
in southern rangelands 
of Australia 

 

12 Positive 
emotional state 

Sheep tend to be subtle in 
their expression of pain, 
injury, or distress because 
they have evolved as a 
predated species. The 
detection of negative 
emotional states and poor 
welfare may be more 
difficult than in other 
species.  

 

For the most part, 
extensively managed 
sheep—if they are able to 
deal with minor stressors 
through evolved 
mechanisms—are likely to 
be in a positive emotional 
state. However, there are 
numerous situations and 
management procedures that 
can cause short-term and/or 
intense periods of negative 
emotions, such as fear, 
distress, and anxiety. 

 

For the most part, 
kangaroos—if they are 
able to deal with minor 
stressors through evolved 
mechanisms—are likely 
to be in a positive 
emotional state. 
However, there are 
numerous situations and 
a range of management 
methods that (directly or 
indirectly) result in 
periods of negative 
emotions, such as fear, 
distress, and anxiety. 

 

Conclusions 
We have demonstrated that the animal welfare impacts for production animals are complex, and that 
different aspects of welfare are emphasised in different situations. With intensive production systems, 
although the behaviour of animals is restricted, they are inspected regularly and provided with food, 
water, shelter, protection from predators, and veterinary care. With extensive production systems, 
animals have much greater freedom to express their normal behaviours, but they are exposed to 
greater challenges in nutrition, health and environmental comfort. They are monitored less frequently, 
exposed to predators, and have fewer interactions with people (and those that do occur are often 
aversive). For both intensive and extensive systems, invasive management procedures, such as 
castration, tail docking, ear notching, branding and mulesing, cause significant pain and distress. 
Other management practices, such as handling and transportation, cause further negative welfare 
impacts. 
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Kangaroos, on the other hand, being wild animals, have more freedom and therefore less behavioural 
restriction than farmed animals, especially those that are produced in intensive systems. Like 
extensively produced animals, they do not have much interaction with humans—one of their main 
predators—and, when environmental conditions are good, nutrition and environmental comfort are 
not an issue. But they can still have a tough life. Food and water can be severely restricted during 
prolonged drought or when landholders prevent them from accessing resources meant for livestock. 
They are vulnerable to bushfires and floods. The thousands of kilometres of barrier fences erected to 
protect farming resources prevent them from moving to safer areas. In addition, injuries and disease 
go largely untreated. Management is often lethal, and for those not killed by commercial harvesting, 
non-commercial shooting or illegal poisoning, social groups can be disrupted and young-at-foot 
orphaned. Kangaroos can also be wounded during shooting, from fence entanglement, by predators 
and by collisions with vehicles – all resulting in considerable suffering, and often death. 

We hope that these comparisons raise awareness of the range of different welfare impacts experienced 
by farm animals produced in intensive and extensive systems, and kangaroos living in the wild. It is 
difficult to say what ‘situation’ is more ‘humane’, but animals that are well adapted to the 
environment they live in—and can cope with any new welfare challenges—will have a better quality 
of life than animals that do not.  
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Chapter 2:  

Environmental sustainability of the 
kangaroo industry 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to briefly review some issues relating to the ecological sustainability of 
kangaroo harvesting. Where appropriate, we include comparisons of the relative impacts of kangaroos 
and livestock on the environment.  

Other reviews 

There have been several recent reviews of kangaroo harvesting. The reviews, commissioned by the 
Commonwealth for Environment Australia (now the Department of Agriculture, Water and the 
Environment) and the New South Wales Kangaroo Management Program, cover a range of topics 
pertinent to the sustainability of the commercial kangaroo harvest.  

The review by Pople and Grigg (1999) covered topics such as the theory and practice of wildlife 
management, the biology of kangaroos, monitoring methods and quota setting, the kangaroo industry, 
the effect of harvesting on kangaroo populations, sustainable use, and regulatory policies and 
enforcement of wildlife protection laws. 

The review of Olsen and Braysher (2000), commissioned by the New South Wales Kangaroo 
Management Program, has an NSW-centric focus but the ideas of the review are relevant to other 
states and territories. The review included topics such as the effectiveness of methods to control 
kangaroo populations, impacts of kangaroos, the generic impact of culling, grazing management, 
methods for monitoring kangaroo populations, and other concerns about the effect of harvesting on 
kangaroo populations. The review of Olsen and Low (2006) updated research completed since the 
Olsen and Braysher review (2000). Its most important contribution was the description of 
sophisticated population models developed by Caughley (1987).  

The main findings of these reviews were that shooting (in particular, commercial harvesting) 
remained the most economical, humane, and cost-effective way to cull kangaroos. In addition, rainfall 
was the overriding driver of change in population abundance, with predation, parasites and disease 
having relatively smaller impacts. They note that although drought could reduce abundance by as 
much as half, populations had the capacity to recover. They concluded that there was little doubt that 
the contemporary rates of harvesting were sustainable, and modelling suggested that the rates were 
near optimal. 

The review of Herbert and Elzer (2011) focused more closely on the biology of kangaroos than the 
previous reviews, although there was overlap in some topics covered. This review, like that of Olsen 
and Braysher (2000) and Olsen and Low (2006), was commissioned by the New South Wales 
Kangaroo Management Program, and although it contains elements that are NSW centric, the main 
findings are relevant to the management of all kangaroo populations. The Herbert and Elzer (2011) 
review covered topics such as reproductive physiology, population dynamics, population health, and 
threats to kangaroo populations from harvesting. Its main findings were similar to the previous 
reviews of Pople and Grigg (1999), Olsen and Braysher (2000) and Olsen and Low (2006)—the 
available evidence suggests that the current commercial harvest strategy achieved the goals of 
facilitating sustainable resource use and retaining viable populations of the species that are harvested. 
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A further study that assessed the risks of harvesting to kangaroo populations during drought (Pople, 
2003) concluded that the risk of overharvest could be reduced in two ways: by setting population size 
thresholds, below which harvesting would cease; or by reducing annual harvest rate from 15% to 
10%. Where risks are higher (e.g. regions with high harvest rates, more arid regions or during a 
drought), risk is reduced by ensuring that survey precision is >50%. Therefore, management agencies 
should invest in methods that improve the precision of surveys.  

This review supplements the reviews listed above and adds deeper analysis of the potential impacts of 
commercial kangaroo harvesting on the sustainable use of the rangelands and on kangaroo 
populations. Some topics included in the other reviews (e.g. the impacts of harvesting on the genetics 
of kangaroo populations) are also covered in this review because they are centrally important to the 
issues of sustainable use and maintaining viable populations. But other topics not covered, or only 
briefly covered in the other reviews, receive more in-depth analysis here. These include the potential 
impacts of sex-selective harvesting, a comparison of methane production by kangaroos and livestock, 
impacts of kangaroos and other generalist herbivores on soil health, and biodiversity. 

 

Sustainability and sustainable use 

Sustainable use of a resource or environment, by definition, means that its use can continue 
indefinitely (Milner-Gulland & Mace, 2009). However, the three components of sustainable use—
ecological (where use does not irreversibly harm biological functions, and biodiversity is not 
unacceptably reduced); economic (where use is profitable); and social (where use is culturally 
acceptable)—all need to be accommodated for sustainable use to be achieved. The dynamic nature of 
the interaction between ecosystems and their use often leads to trade-offs between these three 
components (Barbier, 1987), the balance of which is likely to be constantly changing. Continuous 
assessment of the state of the system and the strength of interactions is thus crucial to any judgement 
about sustainable use. It will need to be reflected in the policies and principles by which that use is 
governed. 

Ecological 

There are no data to indicate that kangaroo harvesting irreversibly harms the biological functions of 
ecosystems, and does not unacceptably reduce biodiversity. The conclusions of several reviews of the 
kangaroo harvesting industry and their impacts on kangaroo populations and the environment have 
reached the same conclusion—as currently practised, kangaroo harvesting is biologically sustainable 
(Herbert & Elzer, 2011; Olsen & Braysher, 2000; Olsen & Low, 2006; Pople & Grigg, 1999; Pople & 
McLeod, 2000).  

Economic 

Commercial harvesting of kangaroos is a rural industry capable of profitable return with minimal 
environmental impact (Grigg, 2002). Additionally, the kangaroo harvesting industry is an important 
contributor to rural and regional economies, where they employ harvesters, distributors, and meat 
processing plant staff (Pople & Grigg, 1999). Although the profit margins of individual harvesters are 
currently lean, due mainly to fixed costs of harvest and fluctuating demand and supply, it remains an 
important opportunity for employment in areas where most kangaroo harvesting is conducted (Wilson 
& Edwards, 2019). Meat is used domestically and exported to more than 60 countries (Department of 
Agriculture, n.d.). The estimated gross value of meat and leather products in 2014 was A$174 million 
(Kangaroo Industries Association of Australia, n.d.). However, if the status and value of kangaroo 
meat were to improve, as it has for feral goats, it has been predicted that their value might increase 
(Wilson & Edwards, 2019).  
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Social 

Commercial harvesting of kangaroos has broad acceptance by the Australian public (McLeod & 
Sharp, 2014; Sharp et al., 2014). Based on the results of an extensive survey of the general public, 
commercial harvesting by professional shooters was an acceptable method of managing kangaroos by 
the majority of participants in a survey of the Australian public (69%). Most participants (63%) also 
viewed commercial harvesting as either ‘slightly humane’ or ‘very humane’. Commercial harvesting 
was viewed as being effective at preventing damage from overgrazing, with the majority (75%) 
considering it ‘effective’ or ‘very effective’ (Sharp, 2015). 

The results of a survey indicated that the general public’s attitudes toward kangaroo management and 
acceptance of lethal control to manage kangaroos would be helped by education derived from 
scientific studies on kangaroo ecology, biology, and welfare. Additionally, the ideas of animal 
protection groups that criticise the kangaroo harvesting industry as an unsustainable and cruel industry 
are not supported by the majority of the general public, who see commercial harvesting of kangaroos 
as acceptable, effective, and humane (McLeod & Sharp, 2014; Sharp, 2015). 

Conclusion 

We conclude that there is convincing evidence that commercial kangaroo harvesting is sustainable. It 
does not cause irreversible biological harm, and there is no evidence that it reduces biodiversity. It is 
profitable. And commercial harvesting is socially acceptable to most Australians.  

 

Sex-selective harvesting and genetic effects 

Harvesting causes demographic changes in wild populations by producing skewed sex-ratios and age 
structures, reduces life expectancy, and produces fluctuations in population size (Ginsberg & Milner-
Gulland, 1994; Proaktor et al., 2007; Sæther et al., 2003). Harvesting also has the potential to modify 
the genetics of populations by altering population subdivision, increasing the loss of genetic variation, 
and producing selective genetic changes in heritable traits, such as age and size at maturity (Allendorf 
et al., 2008; Coltman et al., 2003; Harris et al., 2002). Furthermore, data from studies on fishes 
suggests that genetic recovery may take much longer than demographic recovery, so it is important 
that management consider the potential effects of harvesting on populations (Hutchings, 2000). 

Almost all species have separate local breeding groups that are, to some extent, reproductively 
isolated. Harvesting can modify population subdivision by altering gene flow among subpopulations, 
which may reduce overall productivity. The primary problem is when a group being harvested is 
made up of a mixture of individuals from several subpopulations, leading to a risk that one or more 
subpopulations may be extirpated (Allendorf et al., 2008). This concern is most likely to be an issue 
for animals, such as fish, that form large, mixed groups, and can be harvested using methods that 
collect thousands of individuals at once (i.e. a net). Because kangaroos are harvested either as 
individuals or in small groups, the issue of a group being harvested that consists of several 
subpopulations is negligible. Furthermore, except for wallaroos, the genetic structure of the harvested 
species of kangaroo indicates that spatially separated populations are well mixed genetically, and that 
there was no evidence of restricted gene flow between populations (Hale, 2004; Neaves et al., 2009; 
Zenger et al., 2003).  

Harvesting can reduce the number of migrants between subpopulations and diminish genetic variation 
within subpopulations. The loss of genetic variation can reduce a population’s productivity by 
reducing individual fitness in the short term, and by weakening the ability of subpopulations to 
respond and evolve to changes in the future (Allendorf et al., 2008; Harris et al., 2002). For example, 
intense hunting pressure of African elephants (Loxodonta africana) combined with low rates of 
immigration resulted in a genetic bottleneck within an elephant population in the Addo Elephant 
National Park in South Africa, which recovered more slowly from the effects of harvesting than a 
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population in Kruger National Park that was boosted by immigration from Mozambique (Whitehouse 
& Harley, 2001). Furthermore, most female elephants in Addo Elephant National Park are tuskless2, a 
non-selective phenotypic genetic change brought about by the population’s isolation, small size and 
historical bottlenecks from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Whitehouse, 2002). As noted 
in the preceding paragraph, there is evidence that subpopulations of kangaroos (except for wallaroos) 
are well mixed genetically, so there is a low likelihood that harvesting will create a loss of allelic 
diversity or low heterozygosity in kangaroo populations. Furthermore, studies of the genetic 
population structure of red kangaroos, eastern grey kangaroos and western grey kangaroos indicate 
that although these species are characterised by high genetic variability, variation is mostly within 
rather than between subpopulations (Clegg et al., 1998; Hale, 2004; Neaves et al., 2009; Zenger et al., 
2003). In contrast, wallaroo subpopulations have been found to have lower rates of genetic mixing 
than the other species, mainly due to lower rates of migration between subpopulations (Hale, 2004). If 
harvesting can reduce the productivity of kangaroos, it is most likely to be seen in wallaroos.  
However, there is currently no evidence to indicate that there has been a loss of allelic diversity in 
wallaroo subpopulations due to harvesting.  

Harvesting can produce selective genetic changes in heritable traits, such as age and size at maturity 
or behavioral traits (Allendorf et al., 2008; Coltman, 2008a; Leclerc et al., 2017). If there is heritable 
genetic variation for a targeted characteristic and harvesting occurs before maturity, then genetic 
changes in a population may follow. If larger or heavier individuals are subjected to higher levels of 
mortality than lighter individuals, this may lead to evolutionary selection for early maturity at a lighter 
weight and age. From the results of an individual-based simulation model, Tenhumberg et al. (2004) 
found that size-selective harvesting can result in smaller kangaroos of a given age with higher survival 
probability under drought conditions. Furthermore, they found that this effect was positively 
correlated with increasing harvest rate and minimum size of harvested individuals. However, with 
modest dispersal from an unharvested population, almost all the effects of harvesting on genetic 
structure disappeared. Their results highlight the importance of maintaining refuge areas not subjected 
to harvesting, which act to buffer the potential selective genetic changes of harvesting on kangaroo 
populations. Additionally, Prowse et al. (2015) and Correll et al. (2018) found no empirical evidence 
that contemporary size‐selective harvesting had reduced body size in these red kangaroos or 
wallaroos. Rather, they found that since European settlement, red kangaroos have had stable body 
size, and a small increase in size for eastern grey, western grey and wallaroos—most likely due to 
pasture improvement and/or lower predation pressure.  

Conclusion  

Many factors can affect harvest selectivity and intensity, and therefore predicting the likelihood and 
outcome of genetic changes in populations is complex. Some things that may be important include 
hunter preferences and opportunities to be selective, management regulations, hunting methods, 
animal behaviour and abundance, population structure, and habitat type (Mysterud, 2011). Although 
many of these factors are relevant to commercial harvesting of kangaroos, few are likely to exert a 
strong enough influence over large enough areas to change the genetic structure of populations. 
Factors mitigating the influence of harvesting include little or no evidence of restriction of geneflow 
between subpopulations of most species (Hale, 2004; Neaves et al., 2009; Zenger et al., 2003); large 
areas that have either no harvest or minimal impact from harvesting that serve as refugia (Hacker et 
al., 2004); the heritability of traits associated with fitness is low (Hale, 2004); and the intensity of 
selection imposed by harvesting is low (Hacker et al., 2003; Hale, 2004).  

 

2 Tusklessness in female African elephants is uncommon, with most (>90%) having tusks (Owen-Smith, 1966; 
Whitehouse, 2002). 
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However, even though the likelihood of significant long-term effects on the genetic structure due to 
harvesting is low, there is scope to implement monitoring of traits that are likely to be sensitive to 
selection and that influence viability (Allendorf et al., 2008).  

 

Methane emissions 

Methane (CH4) is a greenhouse gas that contributes to global warming. Emissions from the agriculture 
sector (mostly from cattle and sheep) contribute almost 60% of Australia’s total methane emissions, 
with the remainder coming from manufacturing industries, waste decomposing in landfill, the mining 
and gas industries, biomass burning, and naturally from the environment (Keywood et al., 2016). In 
recent decades, sources from human activities have been more than double the combined natural 
sources (Raupach & Fraser, 2011).  

Methane is a natural byproduct of enteric fermentation by methanogenic microorganisms that live 
within the digestive system of herbivores. These microorganisms break down plant materials and 
produce volatile fatty acids, which are used by the host animal as a source of energy (Broucek, 2014), 
and gases (i.e. methane, carbon dioxide and hydrogen) that are excreted by eructation or as flatus 
(McAllister & Newbold, 2008).  

Kangaroos produce methane but at much lower rates than livestock. A number of studies have 
confirmed that kangaroos and wallabies produce little methane compared to ruminant livestock 
(Kempton et al., 1976; Madsen & Bertelsen, 2012; Ouwerkerk et al., 2009; Vendl et al., 2015). For 
example, merino sheep fed a diet of lucerne chaff produced about 11 g of CH4 per day (Kempton et 
al., 1976), whereas western grey and red kangaroos on the same diet produced about 1.6 g per day 
(Vendl et al., 2015)3. By comparison, cattle produce about 300 g per day (Lassey, 2007). The relative 
contribution from livestock to the production of methane reveals an even greater disparity in 
comparison to kangaroos. There are about 70 million sheep4 and 25 million cattle5 in Australia, 
producing about 3.02x106 t of CH4 per year. Recent estimates put the number of kangaroos in 
Australia at about 34 million, which would produce a combined 2.0x104 t of CH4 per year. Therefore, 
the average relative contribution of kangaroos is less than 1% of sheep and cattle in Australia. 

Conclusion 

Although kangaroos produce methane, they are relatively small contributors. 

 

Soil health 

Healthy soils aid biological productivity (Pankhurst et al., 1997). Soil health is important for 
supporting sustainable use in low-productivity regions such as rangelands (Lunt et al., 2007). Soil 
health can be defined as the ability of soil to function to its potential, which may change over time due 
to human use and management or natural events (Doran & Safley, 1997). In systems that support 
large herbivores, grazing is a major disturbing force to the soil surface that reduces soil health. 
Grazing removes plant cover, causes compaction, leads to disruption of soil aggregates, reduces soil 

 

3 Conversion of litres of CH4 to grams: 1 litre equivalent to 0.55 g. (https://www.aqua-
calc.com/calculate/volume-to-weight) 

4 https://www.wool.com/market-intelligence/sheep-numbers-by-state/ 

5 https://www.mla.com.au/globalassets/mla-corporate/prices--markets/documents/trends--analysis/fast-facts--
maps/mla_beef-fast-facts-2017_final.pdf 
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stability and destroys biocrusts (Daniel et al., 2002; Eldridge & Greene, 1994; Greenwood & 
McKenzie, 2001; Wiesmeier et al., 2012). 

In rangelands, the main factor influencing soil health is grazing. It causes soil compaction through 
trampling, and loss of cover. Increased compaction reduces water infiltration, increases erosion and 
runoff, and decreases plant growth (Greene et al., 1994; Greenwood & McKenzie, 2001). The extent 
of trampling by grazing herbivores is a function of foot area and the pressure that a foot exerts on the 
ground surface. Trampling makes the soil surface more susceptible to wind and water erosion 
(Drewry, 2006; Fleischner, 1994). These effects are often noticeable around sources of water that 
animals use often because grazing pressure and average density may be greater than in places further 
from water. Bennett (1999) found that hoofed animals, such as sheep, produce a standing pressure 2–3 
times that of kangaroos of similar body mass. This result is reversed, however, if the animals are 
moving quickly—that is, galloping for cattle or sheep and hopping for kangaroos. But fast locomotion 
is rare; animals mostly either stand or move slowly (Munn et al., 2010; Squires, 1976; Watson & 
Dawson, 1993). These results suggest that sheep and cattle have a greater capacity to disrupt the soil 
surface than kangaroos. 

Higher grazing intensity has negative effects on soil health. While there are many studies that have 
examined the impacts of livestock on soil health, there are comparatively few that have studied the 
effects of kangaroo grazing on soil health. One notable exception is the comparative study by 
Eldridge et al. (2017), who found that the greatest impacts on indices of soil health—resistance to 
disturbance, water infiltration, and nutrient cycling—were mostly due to domestic stock or rabbit 
grazing. In contrast, kangaroos had relatively benign impacts. Kangaroo grazing was correlated with 
weak declines in soil nitrogen and phosphorus, and increases in roughness and biocrusts (Eldridge et 
al., 2017), but relative to the impacts of the other species studies, their impacts were modest.  

Conclusion 

Despite their widespread distribution and at times high densities, the effects of kangaroo grazing on 
soil health are largely benign (Eldridge et al., 2017). It is unlikely that soil heath can be appreciably 
improved by managing kangaroo density. 

 

Impacts on biodiversity 

The causes of degradation are well understood. The combination of drought and heavy grazing 
pressure from livestock and wild herbivores (goats, rabbits and kangaroos) hastens the death of 
perennial vegetation, loss of soil protection, and delayed recovery from drought (McKeon et al., 
2004). There can be little doubt that high levels of grazing pressure from overabundant kangaroos can 
contribute to degradation and ultimately to the loss of biodiversity. The studies of the impacts of 
kangaroo grazing on productivity and biodiversity in temperate grasslands and woodlands in south-
eastern Australia demonstrate this (Howland et al., 2014; Manning et al., 2013; McIntyre et al., 2010; 
Snape et al., 2018). But what are the relative impacts of kangaroos in comparison with other generalist 
herbivores in areas where kangaroos are harvested?  

In an extensive study in a semi-arid region of eastern South Australia, Tiver and Andrew (1997) 
determined the recruitment and regeneration responses of a range of woody species to herbivory by 
livestock (mainly sheep) and wild herbivores (goats, rabbits and kangaroos). They found that 
kangaroo grazing was not an important explanatory variable determining the lack of regeneration. Soil 
disturbance, mainly from livestock (sheep), accounted for much of the differences observed. 
Furthermore, they found that kangaroos appeared to have no effect on recruitment or regeneration, 
even at high numbers. Their results suggest that herbivory by sheep, and to a lesser extent goats and 
rabbits, is the most important factor affecting regeneration of perennial species in chenopod 
shrublands. 
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The results of Tiver and Andrew (1997) are corroborated by a recent study by Travers et al. (2018), in 
which they assessed the independent effects of co-occurring herbivores on plant composition. They 
found that the overall effects of recent kangaroo grazing were relatively weak compared to the effects 
of livestock; both recent and historic livestock grazing strongly reduced the average probability of 
occurrence of native species, forbs and geophytes. In addition to recent livestock grazing, rabbit 
grazing and increasing net primary productivity reduced the diversity of native species of plants.  

Grazing from livestock and wildlife can lead to land degradation and loss of biodiversity. The impacts 
are mostly from introduced herbivores, both domestic and wild. In the rangelands, the impacts of 
livestock are greatest around sources of permanent water, within 5 km for sheep and 10 km for cattle 
(Arnold & Dudzinski, 1978). Across the rangelands there are few areas greater than 10 km from 
permanent water, therefore most areas with livestock will be affected by grazing impacts (James et al., 
1999). While livestock show water-centric grazing behaviour, with greater impacts closer to water, 
kangaroos show no pattern in grazing with respect to water (Montague-Drake & Croft, 2004). 

Two recent studies that examined the grazing impacts of kangaroos (but not other herbivores) 
concluded that kangaroo grazing reduced grass biomass and seed set, in addition to soil phosphorus, 
carbon and nitrogen (Morris & Letnic, 2017; Rees et al., 2017). In contrast to the large-scale studies 
of Tiver and Andrew (1997) and Travers et al. (2018), these studies used a small number of replicates 
(n=4) of small exclosures (10 m x 10 m) that prevented kangaroo grazing completely. Comparisons 
were made of either side of the dog fence, which have very different densities of kangaroos. Although 
the results of these experiments make it clear that kangaroo grazing reduces vegetation biomass and 
soil nutrients, the importance of the results is difficult to compare with regions where kangaroo 
harvesting is conducted, i.e. regions that support multiple species of herbivores, including livestock. 
As we have seen in the studies that included multiple species of herbivores, the grazing impacts of 
kangaroos are almost negligible compared with other species, such as sheep, cattle, goats and rabbits. 
There is also an issue with the spatial scale of these experiments, because the exclosures covered a 
total area of 800 m2 and are unlikely to be representative of rangelands in general.  

Conclusion 

Kangaroo grazing has a relatively benign effect on plant diversity. What is not clear is the relationship 
between kangaroo density and soil nutrient effects, with different studies reaching different 
conclusions (Eldridge et al., 2017; vs Morris & Letnic, 2017).  

 

Conclusions 
This short review supplements other reviews that examined the ecological sustainability of 
commercial kangaroo harvesting, and similar to the other reviews, concludes that the current practices 
used for the commercial harvesting of kangaroos are ecologically sustainable. 
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Chapter 3:  

Impacts and issues relating to the male-
only harvesting of kangaroos 
Introduction 
Kangaroo populations fluctuate widely, but mostly in a predictable way due primarily to variability in 
rainfall and its influence on pasture growth and abundance (Caughley, 1987). Harvesting strategies 
need to account for these fluctuations in abundance.  

The harvesting of kangaroo species (red kangaroo, Osphranter rufus; eastern grey kangaroo, 
Macropus giganteus; western grey kangaroo, Macropus fuliginosus; and wallaroo or euro, Osphranter 
robustus sp.) is regulated by using a ‘proportional harvest strategy’ (McLeod & Pople, 2018) that 
tracks changes in population abundance and adjusts quotas accordingly. This harvest strategy has 
been found to have a low risk of over-harvest (Lande et al., 1995; Sæther et al., 1996). Recently, all 
state kangaroo management agencies implemented a modification of the proportional harvest strategy, 
which now establishes thresholds below which harvest rate is either reduced or ceases, with changes 
in harvest rate triggered at predetermined thresholds based on abundance (McLeod & Pople, 2018).   

The annual commercial harvest offtake is determined by annual or less frequent surveys of kangaroo 
population size from which a quota is calculated (Pople, 1996; Pople & Grigg, 1999). The quota is not 
fixed, but set between 10% and 20% of the population size determined from aerial survey and species. 
This system, referred to as a proportional harvest strategy, relies on a population tracking strategy to 
set a sustainable quota. The quota is set as a safeguard against commercial over-exploitation; 
environmental conditions and population trend also influence the setting of the quota.  

Kangaroos are sexually dimorphic in body size, with males having faster growth rates and reaching 
higher maximum body mass than females (Dawson, 2012). Consequently, kangaroo harvesters prefer 
to take male kangaroos because the profitability per carcass is greater (Hacker et al., 2003, 2004; 
Pople, 1996). Male-only harvesting was introduced by one kangaroo processor (Macro Group 
Australia Pty Ltd; Macro Group hereafter) in September 2012, which became policy after a 12-month 
trial. They also encouraged other kangaroo processors to adopt a male-only harvest policy, with some 
success. Macro Group claimed their decision was motivated primarily by concerns over animal 
welfare and the euthanasia of dependent young, but that perceived public intolerance of killing 
dependent young was a factor. Reduced carcass contamination (cross-contamination from bacteria 
present in the pouch of female kangaroos) was also an issue (Borda, 2018). They also suggested that 
male-only harvesting would stimulate demand for kangaroo products.  

The male-only policy proposed by Macro Group had a significant impact on the proportion of male 
kangaroos taken by the commercial harvesting industry. Before 2012, with the exception of 
wallaroos6, the long-term annual sex bias of the harvest has about 3:1 (male:female) (Macropod 
Management Program, 2019; Office of Environment and Heritage, 2018). After the KIAA endorsed a 
change in harvest strategy to male-only harvesting, the sex bias became more extreme, and about 95% 
of all harvested kangaroos were males (i.e. a sex ratio of 20:1).  

 

6 Female wallaroos are frequently too small to harvest, consequently the harvest is more highly male biased than 
in the other harvested species (~99% of harvested wallaroos are male). 
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Sex-selective harvesting can lead to long-term evolutionary consequences if a harvest is maintained at 
a high level (Coltman et al., 2003; Festa-Bianchet et al., 2014; Jørgensen et al., 2007; Mysterud, 
2011). Strong directional selection against specific phenotypes has been observed in fisheries where 
mesh size selects against large body size (Jørgensen et al., 2007), or in trophy hunting where males 
with large horns are preferred by hunters (Coltman et al., 2003). Phenotype-based selective harvests 
may have repercussions on sustainable management of wildlife if selectivity targets heritable traits. 
Potential effects include altering gene flow between demes, reducing genetically effective population 
size, or decreasing fitness (Harris et al., 2002). It is not clear to what extent these factors are relevant 
to kangaroo harvesting, although existing research based on both theoretical and empirical analyses 
suggests the risks are low (Hale, 2001, 2004; Tenhumberg et al., 2004). 

The aim of this chapter is to examine the impacts of a male-only sex-selective harvesting strategy on 
the long-term density of a model kangaroo population, and to compare this strategy with other harvest 
strategies that cover a range of sex bias and harvest rates. In addition, we examine the influence that 
other harvest strategies have on pasture availability, harvest yield and the rate of increase of kangaroo 
populations.  

Materials and methods 
To examine the potential impacts of a male-only harvest, we developed a population model to 
simulate the effects of a range of sex-selective harvesting strategies on a kangaroo population. A 
review of existing models of kangaroo dynamics (Cairns & Grigg, 1993; Graeme Caughley, 1987; 
Jonzén et al., 2005; McCarthy, 1996) indicated that they did not permit detailed analysis of the 
impacts of age and sex bias in a harvest. To address this deficiency, we extended the framework of an 
unstructured model of kangaroo population dynamics (i.e. Caughley, 1987) to include cohorts 
structured by age and sex. 

Model overview 

A population can be represented algebraically by the ‘law of conservation’ that states that the rate of 
change in a population is a function of factors that increase abundance, such as births and 
immigration, and factors that reduce abundance, such as deaths and emigration. Mathematically, the 
model can be represented by the following equation 
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where the  𝑑𝑑(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣, 𝑡𝑡) is the population size of individuals of age 𝑎𝑎 at time 𝑡𝑡 and vegetation state 𝑣𝑣, 
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
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population size with time, and 𝜇𝜇(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣) is the instantaneous death rate. Dividing Eq 1 by 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 (noting 
that 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡� = 1 because time 𝑡𝑡 and age 𝑎𝑎 change at the same rate), and including harvesting gives 

 𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡

+
𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑
𝜕𝜕𝑎𝑎

=  −𝜇𝜇(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣)𝑑𝑑(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿(𝑎𝑎 − 𝑐𝑐)𝑑𝑑 
Eq 2 
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where 𝛿𝛿 is the fraction of the population that is harvested (0 < 𝛿𝛿 < 1), 𝑐𝑐 is the age at which 
harvesting occurs, and 𝛿𝛿(𝑎𝑎 − 𝑐𝑐) is a Heaviside step function7 such that, 

 𝛿𝛿(𝑎𝑎 − 𝑐𝑐) = �1, 𝑎𝑎 ≥ 𝑐𝑐,
0, 𝑎𝑎 < 𝑐𝑐. 

Eq 3 

 
The dynamics of the system can be studied by defining the boundary conditions, 

 𝑑𝑑(𝑎𝑎, 0) = 𝑑𝑑0(𝑎𝑎) Eq 4 

which represents the initial distribution of individuals in age classes and 

 
𝑑𝑑(0, 𝑡𝑡) = � 𝑏𝑏(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣)𝑑𝑑(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣, 𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

∞

0
 

Eq 5 

which represents the population birthrate, where 𝑑𝑑(0, 𝑡𝑡) is the number of newborns in a short period 
of time 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡, and 𝑏𝑏(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣) is the per capita birth rate as a function of age and food availability. 

 

7 A type of discontinuous function that takes a value of zero for negative arguments and one for positive 
arguments.  
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Sex bias in the harvest is included by modelling the dynamics of sexes separately, giving 

 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡

+
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑎𝑎

=  −𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣)𝜕𝜕(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝛿𝛿𝑓𝑓𝛿𝛿(𝑎𝑎 − 𝑐𝑐)𝜕𝜕(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣, 𝑡𝑡) 

=  −�𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣) + 𝛿𝛿𝑓𝑓𝛿𝛿(𝑎𝑎 − 𝑐𝑐)�𝜕𝜕(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣, 𝑡𝑡) 

 

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡

+
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑎𝑎

=  −𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣)𝜕𝜕(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚𝛿𝛿(𝑎𝑎 − 𝑐𝑐)𝜕𝜕(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣, 𝑡𝑡) 

=  −[𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣) + 𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚𝛿𝛿(𝑎𝑎 − 𝑐𝑐)]𝜕𝜕(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣, 𝑡𝑡) 

 

 

𝜕𝜕(0, 𝑡𝑡) = � 𝛽𝛽(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣)
∞

0
𝜕𝜕(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣, 𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 

 

𝜕𝜕(0, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝑠𝑠𝜕𝜕(0, 𝑡𝑡) 

 

𝜕𝜕(𝑎𝑎, 0) = 𝜕𝜕0(𝑎𝑎) 

 

𝜕𝜕(𝑎𝑎, 0) = 𝜕𝜕0(𝑎𝑎) 

 

Eq 6 

where 𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣) and  𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣) are female and male age-specific death rates as a function of age and 
vegetation state but not time; 𝜕𝜕(0, 𝑡𝑡) is the density of newborn females; 𝜕𝜕(0, 𝑡𝑡) is the density of 
newborn males; 𝛽𝛽(𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣) is the maternity function (the number of females born to a female of age 𝑎𝑎, 
during time period 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡, when the vegetation is in state 𝑣𝑣); 𝑠𝑠 is the primary sex ratio (sex ratio at birth) 
of newborns; 𝜕𝜕(𝑎𝑎, 0) is the initial density and age distribution of females at time 0; and 𝜕𝜕(𝑎𝑎, 0) the 
initial density and age distribution of males. 
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Model structure 

 

Figure 6: Flowchart representing the execution of code in the simulation model.  
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Model parameters 

The model (Figure 6) simulates the dynamics of a kangaroo population that feeds on a pasture of 
grasses, chenopod shrubs and annual forbs. Pasture growth depends primarily on rainfall, but also on 
kangaroo density because kangaroos consume forage, and the vital rates of the kangaroo population 
(fecundity and survival) depend on pasture biomass. Thus, the growth of kangaroo populations is 
limited by a negative feedback loop that connects pasture biomass and kangaroo vital rates.  

The model operates on 3-month time-steps that correspond to the seasons of the year. While the quota 
is calculated only once every year (based on population size in winter and allocated the following 
summer), under most harvesting scenarios the quota is then allocated equally between the seasons in 
the following year. All the results presented here are based on a red kangaroo population in the far 
west of NSW. Although the model’s parameters are derived from a red kangaroo population, the 
biology of all harvested species are similar enough that the results are applicable across species 
(Dawson, 2012). Climatic data for Broken Hill has been used throughout the analyses. 

Pasture growth was modelled as a discrete-time function of total standing dry matter and rainfall, 
following the model described by Robertson (1987). Pasture growth over one time-step (a quarter) 
was  
  

 ∆𝑉𝑉 = −55.12− 0.01535𝑣𝑣𝜕𝜕−1 − 0.00056𝑣𝑣𝜕𝜕−12 + 3.946𝑟𝑟 Eq 7 

 
where ∆𝑉𝑉 is the seasonal change in pasture availability, and 𝑟𝑟 is the rainfall for the current season 
(each season being one quarter of a year in length, and used in a conventional sense, i.e. summer 
consists of the months December, January and February). Rainfall was simulated as a random draw 
from a normal distribution, following the methods of Caughley (1987).  

The functional response of each cohort was modelled using the red kangaroo functional response 
model derived by Short (1985), after the average weight of each age-sex class was calculated, giving  
 

 𝑔𝑔(𝑎𝑎, 𝑠𝑠) = 62.3 �1 − 𝑒𝑒�−𝑉𝑉 84� ��× 91.25 × 𝑤𝑤(𝑎𝑎, 𝑠𝑠)0.75 Eq 8 

 
where 𝑔𝑔(𝑎𝑎, 𝑠𝑠) is the amount of food consumed per season by an individual of age 𝑎𝑎 and sex 𝑠𝑠; and 
𝑤𝑤(𝑎𝑎, 𝑠𝑠) is the weight of an individual. The constants 62.3 and 91.25 represent, respectively, the 
asymptotic daily intake rate per kg0.75 and the average number of days in a season. 

Female red kangaroos were assumed to reach sexual maturity at 18 months of age and to become 
senescent at 16 years of age. All females were assumed to be able to raise 1.3 young.year-1. The sex 
ratio of newborn joeys was 1:1 (male:female).  

The age-specific survivorship of both sexes was assumed to be equal. Age-specific survivorship was 
modelled as a Weibull function (Lee, 1992), 
  

 𝑙𝑙𝑥𝑥 = 𝑒𝑒−(𝜆𝜆𝜕𝜕)𝛾𝛾 Eq 9 

 
where 𝑙𝑙𝑥𝑥 is the survivorship of an individual of age 𝑥𝑥, and 𝜆𝜆 and 𝛾𝛾 are shape parameters. The 
calculated age-specific survivorship was used to calculate the finite survival rate, which was 
converted to an age-specific instantaneous mortality rate. We assumed that when pasture biomass was 
greater than 600 kg/ha, age-specific survival was at a maximum. But when pasture biomass was less 
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than 600 kg/ha, age-specific survival decreased linearly with pasture biomass. The breakpoint of 600 
kg/ha was taken from visual inspection of a numerical response function of red kangaroos to pasture 
biomass for an environment like that being modelled (Bayliss, 1987). This empirically derived 
function asymptotes at pasture biomasses greater than 600 kg/ha. When pasture biomass was less than 
600 kg/ha,  

 𝑠𝑠(𝑎𝑎) = 𝑙𝑙𝑥𝑥𝜕𝜕
𝑙𝑙𝑥𝑥−1𝜕𝜕−1� − �1 −

𝑣𝑣
600

� Eq 
10 

 
For the purposes of this paper, all simulations are based on a quota-based harvest with the constraint 
of a minimum dressed carcass weight of 14 kg. This strategy is similar to the existing harvest strategy 
used by each state and approved by the Commonwealth (Pople, 1996).  

The simulation model was evaluated for combinations of annual harvest rate and male bias. Harvest 
rates were incrementally increased from 0% (i.e. no harvest) to 20% in 5% increments. Male bias was 
increased incrementally from 0% (female-only harvest) to 100% (male-only harvest) in 10% 
increments. Each of these combinations was simulated 1000 times, with each simulation run for 100 
years.  
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Results 
Using results of the simulation model, we compared different harvest scenarios that differed in the 
proportion of males in the harvest (male bias) are by annual harvest rate. The scenarios were: 

1. Male bias 0% (this scenario models a female-only harvest with a harvest rate of 20%) 
2. Male bias 50% (with a harvest rate of 20%) 
3. Male bias 70% (with a harvest rate of 20%) 
4. Male bias 75% (with a harvest rate of 20%. This is the scenario most like the observed male 

bias-harvest rate combinations pre-2012.) 
5. Male bias 95% (with a harvest rate of 20%) 
6. Male bias 95% (with a harvest rate of 5%. This is the scenario most like the observed male 

bias-harvest rate combinations post-2012.) 
7. Male bias 100% (with a harvest rate of 20%).  

In addition, simulations were run with no harvest, which was used as a baseline against which the 
effects of harvesting could be gauged. 

 

   

Figure 7: The average density (±SD) of kangaroos under a range of combinations of harvest 
rate and male bias (including no harvest). All results are based on n=1000 
simulations. Except for ‘non-harvest’ and ‘male bias 95% (HR 0.05)’, the harvest 
rates were 20% per annum of the population size. The harvest rate used for ‘male 
bias 95% (HR 0.05)’ was 5% per annum of the population size. 

 
The mean density of kangaroos when the population is not harvested is about 0.6 kangaroos/ha (±0.32 
SD) (Figure 7). The large standard deviation (CV = 0.52) indicates that population size is highly 
variable around the mean value. A female-only harvest strategy (with an annual harvest rate of 20%) 
will reduce average abundance by about 70% (Figure 8), relative to an unharvested population, 
resulting in an average density of 0.17 kangaroos/ha (±0.05 SD) with much lower variance (CV = 
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0.29). As the proportion of males in the harvest increases, the impact of harvesting of average 
density—even when harvest rate is held constant—reduces. For example, when the proportion of 
males harvested is 50% of all animals harvested, the reduction of average density relative to an 
unharvested population is about 45%. This value is close to the estimate calculated by Caughley 
(1987) using an unstructured model of kangaroo-pasture dynamics. A bias in the proportion of males 
in the harvest of 70–75% (which was the historic proportion of male kangaroos in the harvest before 
2012, and before the male-only harvest policy was implemented), reduces average density by 20–
24%, relative to an unharvested population. When male bias in the harvest is 95% (which was the 
situation when the male-only harvest policy was used), the impact of harvesting on average density is 
negligible, regardless of harvest rate. For example, the average density resulting from a harvest rate of 
5% will increase average density by 1.4%, relative to an unharvested population. If harvest rate is 
increased to 20%, the increase in average density is 2.4%, relative to an unharvested population. 
Furthermore, a male-only harvest policy will increase average density by 8%, relative to an 
unharvested population. In addition, the variance in the average population size for male-biased 
harvests of 95–100% is like that of an unharvested population (±0.33 SD for harvested vs. ±0.32 SD 
for unharvested). Therefore, harvest policies that are male-only or close will have little impact on 
average density of a population, even up to harvest rates of 20% per annum. 

 

 

Figure 8: The percent difference in the mean density of kangaroos relative to an unharvested 
population. Except for ‘non-harvest’ and ‘male bias 95% (HR 0.05)’, the harvest 
rates were 20% per annum of the population size. The harvest rate used for ‘male 
bias 95% (HR 0.05)’ was 5% per annum of the population size. 

 
This result, which at first seems odd, is most likely due to the skew in sex ratio associated with 
harvest policies that are strongly male biased (Figure 9). Unharvested kangaroo populations from 
rangeland regions have a slight female bias (Hacker et al., 2004). Harvest policies that are male-
biased skew the sex ratio further in favour of females, reaching extremes of more than 2:1 when 
harvest rate is high (20%) and male-bias in animals harvested is 95–100%. The impact of strong male 
bias in the harvest will skew the sex ratio in favour of females even when the harvest rate is low (5%). 
In contrast, a female-only harvest will skew sex ratio in favour of males.  
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Figure 9: The average female:male sex ratio (±SD) under a range of combinations of harvest 
rate and male bias (including no harvest). All results are based on n=1000 
simulations. Except for ‘non-harvest’ and ‘male bias 95% (HR 0.05)’, the harvest 
rates were 20% per annum of the population size. The harvest rate used for ‘male 
bias 95% (HR 0.05)’ was 5% per annum of the population size. 

 
Yield (kg/ha) is a function of harvest rate and sex bias (Figure 10). Harvests that are exclusively 
female or have a high proportion of females have the lowest yields for any given harvest rate. 
Harvests that are exclusively male have higher yields, but lower than harvests that are mostly male 
with some females (i.e. 75% male). Although the harvest rate for the scenario ‘male bias 95% (HR 
0.05)’ was one-quarter the rate for scenario ‘male bias 95%’, the difference in yield was only two-
thirds. This was because there are fewer larger males and females in a population harvested at the 
higher rate, and the likelihood of shooting a larger animal is higher when the harvest rate is lower. 
The difference in yield between harvesting scenarios that include both sexes (e.g. male bias 75%: 
0.139 kg/ha ±0.026) and those that include only males (0.127 ±0.023) might first appear small at 
0.012 kg/ha, summed over the area that commercial harvesting operates, would provide a large 
increase in yield.  
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Figure 10: The average yield (±SD) under a range of combinations of harvest rate and male 
bias (including no harvest). All results are based on n=1000 simulations. Except for 
‘non-harvest’ and ‘male bias 95% (HR 0.05)’, the harvest rates were 20% per annum 
of the population size. The harvest rate used for ‘male bias 95% (HR 0.05)’ was 5% 
per annum of the population size. 

 
Despite substantially different average kangaroo densities produced by the different harvesting 
scenarios (Figure 7), there were only small differences between the average total standing dry matters 
produced (TSDM) (Figure 11). The main driver of pasture biomass in the rangelands is rainfall. The 
population dynamics of generalist herbivores (e.g. kangaroos) are driven by rainfall via its direct 
effect on forage availability at any given time (Vetter, 2005). In this model, pasture growth can 
largely compensate for herbivore consumption. However, asymmetry in the nonlinear numerical 
response (a function that relates population growth rate to pasture availability) means that small 
changes in pasture biomass around the transition from population growth to decline can lead to large 
reductions in density.  
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Figure 11: The average total standing dry matter (±SD) under a range of combinations of 
harvest rate and male bias (including no harvest). All results are based on n=1000 
simulations. Except for ‘non-harvest’ and ‘male bias 95% (HR 0.05)’, the harvest 
rates were 20% per annum of the population size. The harvest rate used for ‘male 
bias 95% (HR 0.05)’ was 5% per annum of the population size. 

 
The dynamics of the simulated kangaroo population are characterised by periods of growth that may 
last several years punctuated by short periods of rapid decline (Figure 12). This pattern is seen in 
natural populations of kangaroos (Lunney et al., 2018). The maximum rate of population growth is 
slower than maximum rate of decrease because of asymmetry in the numerical response and the 
asymptotic rate of increase at high-pasture biomass (Bayliss, 1985, 1987). 

Bayliss and Choquenot (2002) hypothesised that the kangaroo grazing system is a non-equilibrium 
system with two local ‘domains of attraction’: one that operates when populations at high density 
enter a drought; and another from low-density populations emerging from a drought (e.g. different sex 
and age structures, response time-lags and reproductive condition) (Cairns & Grigg, 1993; Hacker et 
al., 2004). Because the two domains influence the population’s structure and vital rates differently, the 
population trajectories are different. From low density, a population will increase steadily, whereas 
from high density entering a drought, the crash in density is much more rapid. Simply put, kangaroo 
populations crash much more rapidly than they can increase. In addition, kangaroo populations do not 
have the capacity to unpredictably reach high densities. Increases in density are predictable and follow 
an anticipated pattern. 
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Figure 12: An example simulation, representing the density of kangaroos over a 100-year 
period. In this example, the population was unharvested. The same sequence of 
rainfall was used for Figure 16. 

 
Harvests that include only females at a harvest rate of 20% per annum greatly suppress population 
density. They also reduce or remove the high amplitude fluctuations in density seen in unharvested 
populations (Figure 13 vs Figure 12). Harvest strategies that include a high proportion of females are 
less compatible with the model of sustainable use (i.e. use is profitable) than harvests that are male-
biased. Female-biased harvests suppress population growth and may maintain density at a low level, 
increasing the risk of quasi-extinction (Ginsberg & Milner-Gulland, 1994). 
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Figure 13: An example simulation, representing the density of kangaroos over a 100-year 
period. In this example, only females were harvested, and the harvest rate was set 
at an annual rate of 20%. The same sequence of rainfall was used for Figure 12. 

 
Male-only or harvests that include a high proportion of male kangaroos are characterised by high 
amplitude fluctuations in density that are at least as great or even greater in magnitude than an 
unharvested population (Figure 14).  
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Figure 14: An example simulation, representing the density of kangaroos over a 100-year 
period. In this example only males were harvested, and the harvest rate was set at 
an annual rate of 20%. The same sequence of rainfall was used for Figure 12.  

 
Harvests that have no sex bias in the animals taken (i.e. sex ratio in harvested animals is 1:1) reduce 
the amplitude of fluctuations in density, and reduce variance in density (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15: An example simulation, representing the density of kangaroos over a 100-year 
period. In this example, the population was harvested at an annual rate of 20% with 
a sex ratio in the harvest of 1:1 male:female (i.e. 50% male and 50% female). The 
same sequence of rainfall was used for Figure 12. 

 
The scenario that most closely matches the long-term male bias in the harvest before 2012 is shown in 
Figure 16. The magnitude of the fluctuations in density is reduced relative to an unharvested 
population (Figure 16 vs Figure 12), but the general pattern in fluctuations is maintained. The lowest 
population densities, which correspond with drought and times of food limitation, are similar between 
the harvested and unharvested scenarios, but the harvested population does not reach the high 
densities seen in the unharvested scenario (or in the scenarios that include 95–100% male bias).  
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Figure 16: An example simulation, representing the density of kangaroos over a 100-year 
period. In this example, the population was harvested at an annual rate of 20% with 
a sex ratio in the harvest of 3:1 male:female (i.e. 75% male and 25% female). The 
same sequence of rainfall was used for Figure 12. 

 
In the models used here, the annual quota was set following a proportional harvesting strategy 
(McLeod & Pople, 2018). The quota and the yield track change in the density of kangaroos. 
Unavoidable consequence is that when there is high variance in kangaroo density, there will be high 
variance in yield. However, the scenarios modelled here assume that the harvest rate is maintained, 
but, in reality, harvest rates are frequently lower than the allowed maximum rate and consequently 
yields will be lower.  
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Figure 17: A single simulation result from the model, representing the harvest yield of 
kangaroo meat (kg/ha) over a 100-year period. In this example, the population was 
harvested at an annual rate of 20% with a sex ratio in the harvest of 3:1 male:female 
(i.e. 75% male and 25% female). The same sequence of rainfall was used for Figure 
12. 

 
Stochastic variation in rainfall in the rangelands produces high frequency and high amplitude 
fluctuations in pasture biomass (Figure 18). Caughley (1987) demonstrated that these fluctuations 
occurred largely independently of kangaroo density, and that the kangaroo grazing system never 
reaches stability because it is constantly buffeted away from its potential equilibrium (Bayliss & 
Choquenot, 2002).  
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Figure 18: Simulated total standing dry matter of pasture over a 100-year period resulting from 
a harvest at an annual rate of 20% with a sex ratio in the harvest of 3:1 male:female 
(i.e. 75% male). The same sequence of rainfall was used for Figure 16. 

 
 

Discussion 
Sex-selective harvesting of wildlife is done to meet a variety of goals. Male-biased harvesting 
commonly occurs in wildlife populations hunted for sport, particularly when males with large horns or 
antlers are targeted (Coltman et al., 2003). Alternatively, female-biased harvesting occurs when adult 
females reach a larger body size than males (e.g. Atlantic salmon) (Pérez et al., 2005). Hunting may 
have an evolutionary effect if hunters target traits that are heritable (Festa-Bianchet et al., 2014). 
Furthermore, changes in sex ratio due to intensive harvesting of males may affect the level of male-
male competition, thereby reducing sexual selection (Mysterud, 2011). Alternatively, exceedingly 
female-biased harvests can have long-term demographic and genetic impacts (Milner et al., 2007; 
Schmidt & Gorn, 2013). 

The factors that influence harvest selectivity include harvester preferences and opportunities to be 
selective, which, in turn, are influenced by management regulations, harvesting methods, animal traits 
and abundance, population structure, and habitat openness (Mysterud, 2011). Many of these factors 
are relevant to the commercial harvest of kangaroos, and have the effect of limiting the evolutionary 
consequences of harvesting. Although there is strong evidence of size selectivity, with harvesters 
preferring large males over other age/size classes (Pople, 1996), Hacker et al. (2003) demonstrated 
that selectivity was set by a threshold in size, above which individuals were selected with equal 
probability. Consequently, selectivity did not increase with increasing body size once the size 
threshold was reached. Further limits on selectivity are set by several factors: quotas on the number of 
kangaroos that can be harvested per annum; individuals fleeing in response to disturbance by a 
harvester (and thus often restricting selectivity to the first animal targeted); hunting methods that 
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allow only the taking of individual or small groups of animals; and limited habitat openness, which 
restricts harvesting to a restricted portion of the habitat (Hacker et al., 2003, 2004).  

There are concerns about the potential long-term evolutionary consequences of prolonged sex-
selective harvesting (Croft, 2000; Festa-Bianchet et al., 2014; Milner et al., 2007). A potential 
consequence of sex-selective harvesting is strong directional selection for specific phenotypic traits, 
such as attaining sexual maturity at an earlier age and less investment in somatic growth (Coltman, 
2008b; Mysterud, 2011). Traits likely to be affected by unnatural selection in harvested populations 
include the following: age and size at sexual maturation; sexual dimorphism and body size; sexually 
selected weapons (e.g. horns, tusks, antlers); timing of reproduction; and behaviour that influences 
dispersal or migration (Allendorf & Hard, 2009). Of this list of traits, only age and size at sexual 
maturity and sexual dimorphism are likely to be important for kangaroos. For example, Croft (2000) 
speculated that bias in the harvest of kangaroos favouring old or large males might result in the loss of 
adaptive genotypes in exploited kangaroo populations. He argued that this could potentially put 
populations at risk if the genotypes that remained were less resilient to environmental challenges. 
However, Hale (2004) concluded that the effect of kangaroo harvesting—as currently practised—on 
the long-term evolutionary biology of kangaroos was negligible. Modelling of the effects of 
harvesting on gene flow in kangaroo populations has supported this conclusion (Hacker et al., 2004; 
Tenhumberg et al. 2004). Recently, studies examining evolutionary trend in the body size of species 
of kangaroo that are harvested concluded that there was no empirical evidence that size-selective 
harvesting has driven the evolution of smaller body size in Australian macropods (Correll et al., 2018; 
Prowse et al., 2015). Instead, they found support for minor body size increases over time for some 
species (eastern grey kangaroo, western grey kangaroo, and wallaroo) or no change (red kangaroo). 

The conclusions reached by the studies listed in the previous paragraph remain accurate even for 
male-only harvesting because of the inability of harvesters to access all areas within a habitat, if there 
is free exchange of genes between harvested and unharvested portions of the population. But not all 
the potential effects on kangaroo populations are indifferent. Hacker et al. (2004) concluded that in 
the long term (>20 years), male-only harvesting can result in slightly higher average densities than 
populations not harvested and, consequently, no reduction in grazing pressure. They also found that 
male-only harvesting skewed the sex ratio of the population in favour of females, thereby increasing 
the potential maximum rate of increase and, consequently, the rate at which populations could recover 
from harvesting or drought (Hacker et al., 2004; see also McLeod et al., 2004). These results are 
confirmed by the modelling in this report. 

Commercial kangaroo industry has always had a male bias towards harvested individuals (Pople, 
1996). Before a change in harvest strategy in 2012, the percentage of male kangaroos in the 
commercial harvest had been on average about 75 per cent (Macropod Management Program, 2019; 
Office of Environment and Heritage, 2019). Male bias in the harvest allows the kangaroo industry to 
achieve high yields over a wide range of harvest rates, but with a low risk of quasi-extinction (Hacker 
et al., 2004). Male-only harvesting of kangaroos was introduced in 2012 by the main kangaroo 
processors to address perceived public concerns for animal welfare aspects of commercial kangaroo 
harvesting, in particular, the impact on dependent young (Borda, 2018). During this time, the 
percentage of males in the harvest increased to about 95 per cent, and pastoralists lost confidence in 
the capacity of the commercial industry to manage the impacts of overabundant kangaroos (Chapter 4: 
Landholder surveys). Many pastoralists felt that the commercial harvesting no longer served as a 
means of reducing the density of kangaroos and, therefore, the grazing pressure that kangaroos exert.  

Commercial kangaroo harvesting skews the size structure and sex ratio of kangaroo populations 
(Pople, 1996). At any given harvest rate, a bias in favour of males will allow higher density 
populations to persist than a harvest that includes a greater proportion of females. Male-only 
harvesting provides high yields (although suboptimal compared with approaches that include some 
females), but no reduction in density relative to an unharvested population. This result is remarkable 
because the harvested population is continuously reduced by 20% per annum, and yet the population 
can completely compensate for the loss of harvested individuals.  
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We were not able to model the effects of shortages of individuals of harvestable size, which has been 
reported by commercial kangaroo shooters (R. Kemp, pers. comm.). Shooters had reported that their 
travel times during harvesting forays increased after the male-only harvest policy was introduced 
because they could not find males of harvestable size over their normal routes. Given the lean margins 
that shooters endure (Wilson & Edwards, 2019), this may be an important impediment that needs to 
be considered further. 

The results of the modelling corroborate the belief of many pastoralists—male-only harvesting is an 
ineffective management tool for reducing the grazing pressure of kangaroos. Male-only harvesting 
can provide adequate yields for the industry, and removes the welfare impact on dependent young 
affected when their mother is shot. But these outcomes must be balanced against the costs of a male-
only harvesting policy, particularly pastoralists’ greater reliance on amateur shooters (and the 
potentially worse animal welfare impacts of using untrained and inexperienced hunters) to reduce 
kangaroo numbers and grazing pressure, and the loss of goodwill between pastoralists and the 
industry. 

Conclusions 

Harvesting bias toward a specific sex or cohort is not sufficient evidence of directional selection. 
Evidence of directional selection requires a comparison of changes in age-specific mean size in a 
harvested population against an unharvested population (Mysterud, 2011). Based on analysis of 
genotype, Hale (2001, 2004) concluded that commercial harvesting was unlikely to produce genetic 
changes in kangaroo populations. First, the heritability of body size in kangaroos is low and appears 
to have a large phenotypic component. Second, the intensity of selection is low because the 
geographic size of populations is much larger than the harvest localities. Furthermore, spatial 
variation in harvest pressure is likely to cushion the selective effects of harvesting through animal 
movement between harvested and non-harvested areas (Tenhumberg et al., 2004).  

However, the sex bias from commercial use skews the sex ratio of harvested populations in favour of 
females. The consequences are faster population recovery following disturbance (e.g. harvest 
mortality or drought) and higher average densities than populations that have a greater proportion of 
males. Consequently, graziers have argued that population density may not be sufficiently reduced by 
commercial harvesting, and that kangaroos continue to impose serious restrictions on both land 
management and pastoral productivity (Chapter 4: Landholder surveys).  
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Chapter 4:  

Landholder surveys  
Note: At the start of the project, it was planned to conduct landholder interviews and surveys to 
determine their perceptions, concerns and attitudes towards the male-only harvesting of kangaroos. 
We were aiming to initially collect information on salient modal beliefs and attitudes from a small 
sample of landholders (about 20 to 30) using a survey of mostly open-ended questions (Phase 1). The 
data obtained would then be used to construct the main survey to gather information from a 
representative sample of rural landholders across NSW and QLD (Phase 2). We were also planning to 
determine the attitudes and issues of industry stakeholders towards male-only harvesting, using a 
qualitative approach whereby face-to-face or phone interviews were to be conducted with a small 
number of representatives from harvesters, processors and regulators (Phase 3). However, the data 
collected during Phase 1 (the preliminary survey) revealed that the beliefs and attitudes of this initial 
sample of NSW landholders were overwhelmingly against a male-only kangaroo harvesting strategy. In 
addition, during this initial data-collection period, Macro Group, the main kangaroo processors in 
Australia, made the decision to start accepting female carcasses again. Therefore, we decided not to 
proceed with Phases 2 and 3 of the study. The results of Phase 1 (i.e. the preliminary landholder 
survey) are presented below. 

 

Introduction 
Commercial harvesting is currently the only effective and relatively humane method of reducing the 
broadscale abundance of kangaroos and, consequently, of reducing the negative impacts of kangaroo 
grazing on primary production enterprises and the environment (McLeod & Sharp, 2014). In response 
to public concerns about the impact on dependent young when female kangaroos are killed, the 
kangaroo industry moved to a male-only harvesting strategy in 2012. Since this change, the 
proportion of females harvested has declined from around 30% to less than 5%. Reducing the number 
of females killed may have benefits for improving the humaneness of harvesting, but it is not clear 
whether it will lead to other animal welfare issues, or whether it will reduce the grazing impacts of 
kangaroos to the same extent as a mixed sex harvest (Hacker et al., 2004). If grazing impacts are not 
reduced by harvesting, or they are not perceived to be reduced, then landholders may resort to using 
other methods of controlling kangaroos that potentially could have far worse welfare impacts (for 
example, killing by amateur shooters, poisoning or excluding kangaroos from water sources) (Sharp, 
2015). It is, thus, important to investigate the level of opposition among primary producers to a male-
only harvest. 

Objectives 

The objective of this research was to explore the beliefs, attitudes and behaviour of rural landholders 
about the management of kangaroos, focusing on the strategy of a male-only commercial harvest. A 
qualitative survey with mostly open-ended questions was used to uncover landholders’ issues and 
concerns about kangaroo management and the perceived risks and benefits of male-only harvesting.  

The results of this research will provide information that can guide state and federal governments, 
along with the kangaroo industry, to deliver balanced outcomes for a range of stakeholders and, 
ultimately, inform the best practice management of kangaroos in Australia. 

Methodology 
The project was conducted with approval of the University of New England, Human Research Ethics 
Committee (Ethics approval number: HE17-260). 
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Design and procedural overview 

Most of the survey data was collected with the assistance of NSW Local Land Services staff who 
informed landholders about the survey via their newsletter or face-to-face at meetings/forums. The 
Pastoralists’ Association of West Darling also coordinated the completion of a number of surveys 
from landholders in Western NSW.  

During January and February 2018, data were gathered from landholders via a short anonymous pen-
and-paper survey containing questions about the location and use of their property, of kangaroo 
impacts and management; and via a series of open-ended questions about the male-only harvesting of 
kangaroos. Completed surveys were returned via email or mail. 

The open-ended questions asked the landholders to list their thoughts about the advantages and 
disadvantages of a male-only harvesting strategy; what they liked and disliked about male-only 
harvesting; if there were any groups or people who would approve or disapprove of male-only 
harvesting; and what would make it easy or difficult for them to support a male-only harvesting 
strategy. 

Participants 

Participants were 35 landholders, all from NSW: 31 were owners and four were managers, and all 
stated that they had kangaroos on their property. Property sizes ranged from 145 ha (358 acres) to 
151,757 ha (375,000 acres). 

The main property uses reported by landholders were: 

• Mixed livestock (n=13) 
• Sheep (n=10) 
• Mixed cropping/livestock (n=6) 
• Cattle (n=3) 
• Carbon farming (n=2)  
• Cropping (n=1).  

Two landholders also stated that goats were another use on their property. 

Results 
Responses are presented below, with some provided in graphical format; illustrative quotes are 
included from the open-ended questions, where relevant. 

Kangaroo impacts and management 

The majority of landholders (n=33) stated that they had a problem with kangaroos on their property, 
one said they ‘sometimes’ had a problem, and another said they ‘weren’t sure’.  

The main kangaroo impacts reported are presented in Figure 19. The top three impacts were: 1) 
overgrazing or eating feed; 2) damage to fences; and 3) drinking water.  

Thirty landholders stated that they allow licensed harvesters to shoot on their property, with 21 of 
these also taking other actions to manage kangaroos, including non-commercial shooting, fencing, and 
closing water points. 
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Figure 19: The main impacts of kangaroos that were identified by the survey respondents.  

 

Attitudes towards male-only harvesting  

A content analysis of the responses to the open-ended questions was performed independently by two 
of the researchers to determine the most common responses. The frequency of responses for each 
question and a sample of comments from landholders are included below. 
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1) Advantages of a male-only harvesting strategy 

 

Figure 20: The advantages of a male-only harvesting strategy that were identified by the 
survey respondents. 

 
Quotes from landholders describing what they see as the advantages of a male-only kangaroo 
harvesting strategy: 

• There are no advantages. This is what has created the problem, too many breeding roos. 

• Nil. Activists haven’t given industry participants any credit for moving to a male-only 
harvest, if anything they have stepped up their anti-kangaroo harvest activism in recent 
years.  

• None. 100 females will only need one male to mate. Even now they’re mostly small roos 
and licensed shooters are not allowed to shoot them.  

• This action is upsetting the balance of kangaroos.  
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2) Disadvantages of a male-only harvesting strategy 

 

Figure 21: The main disadvantages of a male-only harvesting strategy that were identified by 
the survey respondents. 

 
Quotes from landholders describing what they see as the disadvantages of a male-only kangaroo 
harvesting strategy: 

• Too many small females do a lot of damage. 

• Doesn’t control the problem sufficiently. 

• Makes it harder for commercial harvester to get full loads because he is driving past 
more and more females. 

• Anecdotal evidence that it is leading to juvenile males mating and there are some genetic 
problems now. 
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3) What do you like about a male-only harvesting strategy? 

 

Figure 22: Aspects that were liked about the male-only harvesting strategy that were identified 
by the survey respondents. 

 

Quotes from landholders describing if there is anything they like about a male-only kangaroo 
harvesting strategy: 

• No. I refuse to engage the services of a harvester who is restricted to male-only 
harvesting. 

• A few less kangaroos on my property and they take the carcasses away. 

• There will be a lot less impact on the land and won’t leave joey motherless. 

• No. Get rid of the lot on my property.  
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4) What do you dislike about a male-only harvesting strategy? 

 

 

Figure 23: Aspects that were disliked about the male-only harvesting strategy that were 
identified by the survey respondents. 

 

Quotes from landholders describing if there is anything they dislike about a male-only kangaroo 
harvesting strategy: 

• All this does is leave all the other roos to die slowly once feed and water lessens. It is 
cruel. 

• Everything. It is a non-scientific, emotive, reactive position. 

• Yes. It is not as good a meat to eat or sell. Young females and males taste better. 

• Yes. Not enough kangaroos are being culled at the moment.  
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5) Who would approve of a male-only harvesting strategy? 

 

Figure 24: Groups or individuals who would approve of a male-only harvesting policy strategy 
that were identified by the survey respondents. 

 

Quotes from landholders describing if there are any groups or people who would approve of a male-
only kangaroo harvesting strategy: 

• Those that unknowingly think they are protecting the roo.  

• The ‘greenies’ and the ill-informed who do not understand the impact high roo numbers 
have on the native pastures and the land stability. 

• Those concerned primarily about joeys being killed or young-at-foot being left without a 
mother. 

• There must be some groups otherwise we wouldn’t have a problem. 
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6) Who would disapprove of a male-only harvesting strategy? 

 

Figure 25: Groups or individuals who would disapprove of a male-only harvesting policy 
strategy that were identified by the survey respondents. 

 

Quotes from landholders describing if there are any groups or people who would disapprove of a 
male-only kangaroo harvesting strategy: 

• Those concerned about the impacts of high kangaroo populations – grassland ecologists, 
environmentalists, graziers, farmers. 

• All property owners with any common sense.  

• Realistic people that live on these properties and try and make a living off them. 

• Any humane farmer. 
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7) What would make it difficult to support a male-only harvesting strategy? 

 

Figure 26: Issues that would make it difficult to support a male-only harvesting strategy 
identified by the survey respondents. 

 

Quotes from landholders describing what would make it difficult for them to support a male-only 
kangaroo harvesting strategy: 

• Common sense. 

• It doesn’t address the situation properly as roo numbers are at record highs, but at 
present declining rapidly as the dry conditions worsen. We need to be taking both males 
and females at all times. 

• The fact that it’s not lowering the population. 

• I’m not going to support something that does not help the pastoral operator, along with 
the ecological unbalance. 
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8) What would make it easy to support a male-only harvesting strategy? 

 

 

Figure 27: Issues that would make it easy to support a male-only harvesting strategy identified 
by the survey respondents. 

 

Quotes from landholders describing what would make it easy for them to support a male-only 
kangaroo harvesting strategy: 

• Be presented with evidence it is effective in reducing mob numbers. 

• If the industry put $$$ back in landholder’s pockets. 

• Nothing – it’s crazy.  

• The onset of dementia or a stroke.  

Conclusions 
The overwhelming majority of landholders who responded to this survey view the male-only 
harvesting of kangaroos as ineffective. Most see no advantage of the strategy and do not support it. 
They are concerned that it does not adequately reduce kangaroo numbers and, therefore, does nothing 
to address the significant impacts that kangaroos have on their properties. Furthermore, they are 
concerned that taking only male kangaroos could result in kangaroo numbers increasing faster and 
potentially have a range of negative consequences for kangaroo populations, including disrupting their 
social structure and causing genetic problems. They also do not like the effect that a male-only 
strategy has on harvesters—who need to work harder but make less money—and on the remaining 
kangaroos that are not harvested, but likely to die a cruel death during the ongoing drought. 

This survey has provided some useful baseline data on the attitudes, views and perceptions of 
landholders about the impact and management of kangaroos with a male-only harvest strategy. It 
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should be recognised that although the landholders surveyed were primarily from NSW, their attitudes 
and views then are likely to be similar to landholders in other states where harvesting occurs. In 
addition, landholder views are dynamic and can change with differing circumstances. Now that male-
only harvesting has ceased and the numbers of kangaroos has reduced in drought-affected areas, 
landholder attitudes may have also changed.  
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Implications 
Assessing the animal welfare impacts of kangaroo harvesting and 
other management methods 
The assessment of animal welfare impacts (or humaneness) of a range of kangaroo management 
methods used the Sharp and Saunders model for assessing the relative humaneness of pest animal 
control methods. It indicated that, compared to other methods used to manage kangaroos, commercial 
harvesting is one of the most humane methods available. When this method is used in accordance 
with the Code, the impacts on target animals and in-pouch young are relatively humane.  

The implications of these results are that the general public’s perception of the relative humaneness of 
methods used to manage kangaroos is not always accurate. For example, an extensive survey of the 
general public’s beliefs and attitudes towards other methods for managing kangaroos indicated that 
they rated capture followed by translocation as the most humane method (McLeod & Sharp, 2014). 
The assessment of the animal welfare impacts of this method found that it has relatively poor 
humaneness.  

There is a clear need for a more effective and targeted approach to communication with the public to 
improve their knowledge of the animal welfare impacts of kangaroo management methods. Sharp, 
McLeod and Hine (2014) give more details on how this can be achieved in their report Characterising 
the Australian public and communication about kangaroo management.  

We have also outlined the different welfare impacts experienced by kangaroos living in the wild and 
how these compare with meat- and skin-producing farm animals in intensive and extensive systems in 
Australia.  

Environmental sustainability of the kangaroo industry 
The export of kangaroo products (meat and skins) requires Australian Government approval under the 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). The kangaroo 
management plans from all states must be follow the conditions of the Act, in particular that the 
commercial harvest of kangaroos is consistent with the principles of ecologically sustainable 
development:  

a) Decision-making processes should effectively integrate long-term and short-term economic, 
environmental, social and equitable considerations  

b) If there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full scientific 
certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental 
degradation  

c) The principle of inter-generational equity – that the present generation should ensure that the 
health, diversity and productivity of the environment is maintained or enhanced for the 
benefit of future generations  

d) The conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity should be a fundamental 
consideration in decision making  

e) Improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms should be promoted. 

In addition, the management plans of each state also include further provisions to ensure that the 
harvest of kangaroos is ecologically sustainable. 

The review in this report supplements other reviews that examined the ecological sustainability of 
commercial kangaroo harvesting, which found that current practices are sustainable. 
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Impacts and issues relating to the male-only harvesting of 
kangaroos 

Kangaroo populations 

The male-only harvest policy was instigated without full consideration of the unintended 
consequences of the policy.  

Male-only harvesting skews the sex ratio of kangaroo populations in favour of females. The 
consequences are faster population recovery following harvest, and higher average densities relative 
to other harvest strategies, including no harvesting. 

Male-only harvesting allows a relatively high yield to be gained but does not reduce long-term 
average population density. 

Landholder attitudes and perceptions  

The landholder survey revealed that almost all the respondents view the male-only harvesting of 
kangaroos as ineffective, see no advantage in the strategy, and do not support it. This view has two 
significant outcomes. First, because landholders view a male-only harvest strategy as ineffective, they 
are very likely to seek to manage ‘pest’ kangaroos on their land using other methods that will not be 
as humane as harvesting (e.g. illegal poisoning, non-commercial shooting using operators that may 
not follow the Code). Second, landholder support for harvesting could be drastically reduced. 
Kangaroo shooters and landholders normally rely on an informal but mutually beneficial agreement 
whereby shooters gain access to properties to harvest kangaroos and, in return, landholders have the 
number of kangaroos reduced, which reduces grazing pressure. The commercial kangaroo industry 
thus depends on the ongoing support of landholders for access to kangaroos.  

Policy changes made by the industry without appropriate consultation with collaborators increases the 
risk of damaging this relationship, particularly when one side of the collaboration interprets the 
change as harmful. 
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